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HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JUNE

20.

DEIDSEMA J. M., & SON, General Dealers in
IV Furniture ACoWns; Eighth street.See ad-

pm.

gallatt£(®itu

#ut

A

parkete.

vertisement.

i WEEKLY”YirJraPAPEB,

Apples, V bushel ...... .......... $ 25
TT'LIETSTKA, A., Groceriesand Supplies; a Beans, v bushel ............ ..... 2 00
-T ready market for country produce: a choice Butter,
......................
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st. Clover seed, fMb ........ .........
* ; MICHIGAN,
Eggs,|» dozen ....................
OFFICE: VAN LANDfiOEND’SBLOCK.
HHE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store; Honey, ty B> .......... . ............ .
-L a choice stock of groceries always on hand. Hay, V ton ........ .................8 00
0. J.
Editor and Publisher. Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street. Onions,ft bushel ................
Potatoes, fi bushel ...............
Timothy Seed, V bushel..... ......
7SBKS or BUBSO&lFTlON:-f3.00pet7MrliAdunei.
Otneral Dsalin.

PUBLISHED EVEBY 8ATUBDAY AT

Em

v

-

C1I7,

.

D0E3BUE&,

Wool, y

JOB PRINTINO PROMPTLYAND NBATLT DONE.

lb

.......

.

two dusky females, one of

..............

Wood, Stave*, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry .................. ..$8
green .............. .. 2
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
i , 2
beach, dry ....... .......
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents rpK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
** green ............... .. 2
for tlrst Insertion, and 25 cents for each subse@5
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey- Hemlock Bark .....................
quent insertion for any period under three ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
<&10
Stave*, pork, white oak, .............
months.
12

1'vUUHBEMA J. A

CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hals, Caps,
Clothingand Feed ; River street.

U

“
“

“

A

1 3 m. | 6 m. I 1 T.

350
.............
.................. 5 00
. ......... «.... 8 00
Colurau .................. o 0
...............17 00
................. 25 00
Square

1

“
“

2
3

5
8
10
17
25
40

....

H
X
"
1 “

00
00
00
00

8
10
17
25
00 40
00 65

00
00
00
00
00
00

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines,

$2.00 pur

annum.

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published without charge.
before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z Z signify that no paper will bo continuedafter date.

.

“

IfAN DBR VEEN,

V

E.,

ware; cor, Eighth and River stlbet.

25

D

“

first-class.

'V'lBBBLINK,

1

1

J. H., Livery and Sale Stable:
Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th

Office of

street,

near Market.

VlOOIb

.....
©

Meats, Etc.

Taken

Michigan Lake Shore R. B,

Effect,

“ “

Train*.

“
“ “
“

Grand Rapids.

m.
12.00“ “

* 10.15 a.

New

$ 9.30 p.

ni.

5.25 a. m.
3.25 p.m.

in.

Buffalo

“ “

1.05 a.m. 12.15 p.m.
f 5.10 “ ‘1 *12.20 p.m.
3.15 p.m. t 9.45 “ “

|

*2.05

* Mixed trains.
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
X Dally except Saturday.
J Mondays only.
All other trains daily except Sundays.?
'All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
lime, which is 20 minutes later thin Columbus
time.

-

Mich. Lake Shore Railroad.
Taken
Qslag
No. 7
p.

m.

8
7
7
0
5
5
3

00
25
15
30
55
07
55

Effect,

North.
No. 2
p. ra.
12 15
11 41
11
11 07
10 40
10 18
9 8*)

M

Monday, May 29, 1870.
3

STATIONS.

fling

No. 8
p.

Muskesjon
Forrysburg

Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Alleuan

1
2
2
2
8
3
4

South.
No. 1

m.

A. ra.

45
18
23
58
35
55
45

7
8
8
9
11
11
1

50
40
50

and uttered a hcart-reuderlng

moan.

This ment

Xarelunt Tiileri

W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
In ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish
Ing Goods.

D

not without its effects upon the little ones,

each one of whom broke out
unmelodious bellow.

The

in

a very

commissioner

He

Proprietors

Without

a

Parallel.

We

it

fined up ice- was satisfied that he had found the true
cream parlor, and see If it don’t bent any- relict of the roustabout, and without furthing in the city as well as the icc cream
ther hesitation he handed the estate over
TTERBEEK, H. W..A CO., Proprietors of the and cake.
V l Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildto the female who representedthe most
G. J. A. PESSINK.
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
responsibilities.

15
45

15

Saw and Flour

Come and see our newly

•

§ufitoe« gireftanj.

WANTED

Notary Pabllci*

OOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and

Insurant

L

Attoraeyi.

(AWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
. Notary Pnblic; River street.

Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Co
lectlone made In Holland and vicinity.
117

O HERBURNE, S. W., Blendon,Mich., Attorney

O

ALSU, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office, CVy Drt/p

TV

Store,

the suburb of “Butchertown” revealedto

Dead Animals*

PhTllolsu

The question has been for

Bros.

which

a handful of these

scot

a
it

Turklsch army
back

qf ten

three

thousand anil

at last utterly routed,

must take

lU| place In the nnhal^ of heroism altingsido

Thermopylae. .Montenegrois
upon the map, and its entire
populationis less -than two hundred thouthe story of

but a speck

persons; yet

it

has been for years the

youth, and only those

who

bear or

who

the arts of peace. Prince Nicholas has de

•

voted himself to the improvement of civil
order, the building of roads and the establishment of schools, but the ancient prowess
of the people is in no
the war which they

way

have

impaired, and

enrrierd

on

for

the past year and a half is the one glorious
feature in all this snd turmoil in the East.

Agitation against the fireworks nuisance always opens a few days before the

Fourth

of July,

when

it

Is of

no particulor

use, except to increase the misery of nerv-

ous people. The Albany city council,
for instance, passed an ordinancelast week
prohibiting the use of fireworks, and this
week repealed

it,

because the dealers very

properly urged the injustice

to

them

of

such a proceedingafter their stocks were
all laid in. But, nnless half the city burns

up

the

coming Fourth, It’s ten

to

one that

they never think of the matter again until
next

J

une. Fireworks are

an unmitigated

nuisance, and there is room for sharp satire

on a civilization which looks down on
The Efficacyof Blood Drinking for
In every city, town and village in the
United States, an agent for the sale of consumptive, nervous and dyspeptic in- that of the Chinese for its childish stupidty, and copies one of its most childish and
Extract of Peach Branch. Send for cirvalids is being freshly heralded to the
culars. Address . DR A. BOSI8IO,
stupid customs as the fit means of celepublic by a St. Louis paper. A visit to
No. 29 Ninth Street, Holland, Mich.
brating a grand national event. The in-

bih street.

at Law and Notary Pnblic. Special attentiou
given to foreclosureof Mortgagesand collections.
Office in the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bulks A
. , t,

last week, in

fie

will cost you nothing if'it gives you no expedition on any account, that she hud
relief. Call at the Drug Store of J. O.
T\EMING, W. H., Mannfactnrerof Plows, By Docsburg, No. 70, 8th street and Wm. Van no time, and had enough to attend to at
JL/ Improved machinery Is enabled to sell the
Putten, River street, Holland,Mich., and home. The female with the eight children
regnlar Kalamaxoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow get a trial bottle 10 cents or a regular size said that she would, go gladly, and that
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st for 50 cts. or $1, sold elsewhere by dealers
she would stay until she found the body of
ITEALD, R.K., Manufacturerof nndDealerin generally.
her dear husband; that she would have
Ll Agricultnral Implements; commission agent “Hackmetack” a new and delightful
gone
before only that she had no money
for Mowinu Machines- cor. 10th A River street.
Perfume sold by the above dealers.
of Hugger Mills: (Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8tu street.

heroic chapter in all

remembered the story of in almost constant warfare for their liberty
Solomon and the two women claiming the and their faith, no people in Europe have
same child. It came to him like an in- in recent years made greater progress in

him.

and no way of going. The commissioner

40

days

Y

I

more

a

spiration,and he acted upon It immediatebelieve that the wonderful results
accomplished by the use of “ShiloEe Con- ly. He said to them : “I will give this
Viat Kirkiti.
sumpticn Cure" are without a parallel in money to that one of you who will go and
TkUTKAUW., New Meat Market, near corner the history of Medicine. Those who dis- search tor the body of the roustabout.
1) Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sau- believe this and have occasion to try it,
sages constantly on hand.
can be convinced without expense to them- His body has not yet been disoovered, and
T/’UITE. J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and selves. lu success is so wonderful and it may be lying along the shore near where
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
sure that we sell it on a guaranteeto cure he was lost I will furnish you transporConsumption, Bronchitis, Coughs, HoarseYTANDERHAAR, II., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, ness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup. tation to the locality.”The female with
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
six children dried her tears immediately
In these cases or any Lung trouble don’t
and twine; 8th street.
fail to try it, it may sRVfl your life, while and said that she wouldn’t go on such an

PAUEL8, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

no

bulwark of Eastern Christendomagainst
able to discover that they both claimed to
the power of the Turk, the undismayed
be the relict of the dead roustabout,and
champion
of the oppressed In the neighthat they both laid claim to his estate.

struck

purchasod elsewhere, will he cm to order. Repairing
promptlyalteuded to. River street.

Eicufutorlii, Ullli, Shop i, Xto.

is

hardy mountaineers withstood for
exhibition of sadness and depression was

the commissioner gave up in despair.

I>OSMAN, J.

V

Muskegon,Pcntwater
& Big Rapids. 11.15 a.

There

history than that which tells of the long

have borne arms are admittedto a voice in
couldn’t decide which was the one entitled
to the money. Then a happy thought the government; and yet, though engaged

f5.15 “ “
3.20 p. m.
* 2.30 p. m. T70RST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth

\ 9.35 p. in.

“ “
&
Chicago.
“
“ “
“

in.

Heroism.

widow? He questioned them close- and again, only to bo beaten back as the
waves from a rock-bound coast. Every
ly, and each declared that she had been
man among them ia a soldier from his
the wife of the dead roustabout. At last

“

I 1.15 a.

morning and afternoon.

the real

“

Leave
Holland.

Arrive at
Holland.

strength. These patients merely sit in

the apartment for an hour or two at a time

dilemma, indeed for the com- boring principalities,and against it the
missioner. Which of the two women was armies of the aliens have been hurled again

lb

•*

Sunday, JuneZi, 1877.

ful

red ban- and gallant defenie of the Montenegrins
dana handkerchief, covered her face, against the Turks, and the brilliant engage-

Here whs

..................... 5 © 8
...................... © 0
T'VIJKEMA
BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith Pork,
10
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Lard, .................................
Smoked Meat ........................... ©11
ing done. River Street.
Ham ............................
8 © 9
Shoulders .......................
ULIEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
.T Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing Tallow, per lb ..........................
10 ©11
Turkeys.
...........................
pon*. Cash paid for Furs.
©10
Chickens, dressed ner lb ................

A

quire such exceptional health and wonder-

sand
.....................135 tween many gronns and moans, he was

Bariev. ^ 100 lb ..............
110
Middling, 100 lb ................. 1 50
Flour, p 100 lb. ....................
5 13
Pearl Barley, $ 100 lb ..............8 00
4 00

.

16

them. Then

©

.

doubted the means by which butchers ac-

and the

They took positionson
sides of the room, and their

......

.

peculiar and impalpable process is un-

In the

......
@

.......

atmosphere of the slaughter-house.This

fol-

Corn, shelled V bushel .....
50 by this time became extremely anxious to
Liveryaai Sals Statlei.
Oats, bushel ..... ...... „ .......
87
Buckwheat, V Bushel
100 know something of his visitors and their
YJOONE A ALBERTI,'Livery and Sale Stable. Bran, ton ............... .......
16 00 busiuess. After diligent inquiry and beOffice and barn on Market si reel. Everything Feed. « ton ......................2100

YJ

Chicago

was

peculiar particles which abound in the

00 each of these females took out a

3rain, Feed, Etc.
[Corrected by the “TlvggerMUU.)
Wheat, white fghnshe]
...... (3) $ 1 90

Beef, dressed per

Iftraite.

six small-sized children,

75

..

Dealer In General Hard-

whom

60 the opposite
25 dusky broods gathered about

.

Wtroamukiriand BUckmlthi.

|ail

lowed by

V

Eardvan.

280.

00 other by eight.

00
Staves, Tierce,
...........
<& 2 54
"17AN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, in Dry Heading bolts, softwood ...........
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps, Heading bolts, hardwood .................. 2 75
Stave bolts, softwood,.................. .. 2 25
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Stave bolts,hardwood ................... 300
12
Railroad ties, ...........................

An Z

All advertising bills collectable quarterly

“

NO.

Novel Contest between two Benegam- Another class of patients gain strength
bUn Widow*.
from inhalationand absorption of the

A negro roustabout fell from a sleamcr
near New Orleans recently and was
drowned. He left an estate ot $465 cash
duo him by the steamboat company, and
among the many claimantswho appeared
before CommissionerSoutbworthas the
rightful heirs to this munificentsum were

Produce, Etc.

Orociriti.

WHOLE

30, 1877.

a

the reporter that daring the year a consid-

long time erable number of persons, mainly con-

surance companies are endeavoring to impress on the public the

immense excess

of

damage done by fireworks over their own
A NNIS, T. K., Phyelclan;residence, opposite what will you do with dead animals. The
sumptives, frequent the shambles to par/a. 8. W. cor. Public Square.
commercial value, or tbeir pleasurable
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
undersignedwhose place ofbuslnessisnear
JL Agent. Officein Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor, O EST, R. B. A McK., Surgeons and Physicians. Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself in read- take of this remedy, and several prominent use. For instance, there were $4,000,000
River street.
13 Office at their residence, Ovorvsel, Mich. Dr. inesss to remove all dead animals at his physicians of the city certify ttyalr belief
worth of native and foreign fireworks used
McK. Best will go to Bast Sangatnck every other
own expense, by simply notifying him in its beneficial effects. At one time five
Bakirlu.
day for the next year, to keep himself In roadlness
in the decade ending with 1876, and in
thereof.
for professional calls.
or six patientswere taking this strange
pESSINK.G. J. A. Proprietror of City Bakery;
that period two fires (out of some hunBothard
Wick.
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments in T EDEBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
medicine atone of the larger slaughter
Holland, Aug. 28,
29-ly
dreds), directly chargeable to Chiuese
this line served on call; Eighth street.
LJ corner Eleventh and River street opposite
houses,
and it is said that after the first
public square.
crackers, destroyed$15,000,000 of properBasklsf a&d Xxchan i.
nausea and aversion were overcome their
ty,— one of these was the conflagration of
Y| ORRIS, S. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
TT’ENYON,NATHAN, Banking and Collecting. .tVl over B. lit: hold's Boot and Shoe Store,
desire for the nourishment was Intense/
Portland. Every dollar's worth of fireIV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and Eighth street.
But the initiationis very hard, the scent
River streets.
crackers imported into this country has
gCHOUTKN, RA. Clt^Pnysicljm. Office at D.
Notice is hereby given to ail persons in- to a nervous person being a shocking one,
cost $100. And every celebration of the
Barton.
debted to the late firm of E. Kruisinga
which has to be repeated quite often ere
Fourth io New York averages four lives
T\E GROOT, L. barber. Hair catting, shaving,
Son, that the undersigned has been apPkotopaphir.
it becomes familiar. The oxen are dragsharapooning, hair-dyeing, etc., done at realost,
44 persons maimed, and 35 fires. The
pointed the assignee of the estate of said
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City JJIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal*
ged in by a windlass, knocked in the head
firm,
and
that
all
indebtedness
due
them,
transient pleasure of children and fools
Hotel.
14-ly
and then “stuck.” As the current of life
must be paid to him without delay.
seems rather too dear at such prices.
Books ud Btatlo&iry.
D.
floods from the gash, the cups or vessels
Btddlm.
Auignee of E. Kruizenga & Son.
fT" ANTERS, L. T. Dealer in Books, Stationare held to receive It and it is drank inAnew issue broke out in New Y'ork last
IV ery, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite \7AUPELL, H.. Manufacturerof and dealer In
Holland, March 28, 1877.
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
stantly with all the warmth of healthy week— wether Jews have any rights at
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
vital action upon It. In this way alone it first-class hotels. It wai precipitated upon
Boots ud Shots.

L

1876.

NOTICE.

_

U

&

MANLY

_

Y

HOWARD,

_

Dr. Shiloh's System Vitalixer.

renders good, and as

8nrl&| XacUasi.

TTEROLD,

E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings, etc.;
Eighth street.

XX

We

may be

are authorized to guarantee this remfor the cure of dyspepsia,Inactive

readily

manager
refusing to take

the country by Judge Hilton, the

imagined it requires some exercise of of the Stewart estate,
nerves to indulge in the operation. The Jews at Ha Grand Union hotel in Saratoga.
taste for blood when once acquired, how- The ground is that kheir presence drives
ever, does entirely away with the nausea away other and better and more customers.
which attends its first use. It is sweet in The application of the rule to Seligman,
taste, resembling fresh milk, and the pa- the great German banker in New York
tient desires it quite as much as a strong, and one of the government syndicate,has
healthy person would a good meal when resulted in a bitter personal controversy
hungry. It ii far from being unpalaUble, between him and Hilton, and the Jews
is for you to determine. Sample bottle, 10
cents; regular size 75 cents. Sold by J. and a moderate fondness for it is acquired threaten to make war on the Stewart busiO. Doeabunr, No. 70, Eighth street, and in a comparatively short lime. One phy- ness in all its departments in revenge.
Wm. Van Putten, River street, Holland, sician finds that it U not necessaryto (ob- The Jews have a way of congregating at

ANTERS, A.

M. Agent for Ottawa and Alle- edy
gan Couniles,for the ‘'Howe Sewing MaLiver, Sour Stomach, Constipation,Loss
chine." Dealers in needles and attachments.
of Appetite, Coming up of Food Yellow
Dtttist.
Skin, and General Languor and Debility.
Tobaeoe ill Oifirs.
/'(EED. M. Dental Surgeon; residenceand of*
You must acknowledge that this would be
VjT flae on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker A
T'K ROLLER, G. 7., General dealer In Tobacco, ruinous unless we had positive evidence
Vsn Raalte.
Cigars, Snail, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
that it will cure. You who are suffering
pERGUSON B. R. Dental Surgeon. Performs
I? all operationsappertainingto Dentistry in
from these complaints, these words are
itefcu ud Jswslry.
the best style of the art. Office over U. D. Post,
addressed— and will you continue io suffer
Eighth street.
14-ly
TOSLlN a BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, when you can be cured on such terms? It
•J and dealers in Fancy Goods ; Kenyon's Block

.

1

Bru|t aad ksdlci&ss.

vt a

17'

River Street.

NNIS A BKOEK,

dealers in Drags. Medicines,
ii. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles aod Perfumeries Paints and Oils, Ac., Eighth street.

T'hOESBURG.

O., Dealer in Drags and Mediclnes, Paints and Oils, Brashes.Ac. Physician'sprescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.

X/

TlfEKNGB,

xYX

D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drags, Med*
Iclues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-

fumeries. Eighth street.

VAN

PUTTEN, WHm D«»ler in Drugs, Medlclues, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dsn Bbro’s Family Medicines; River St.

V

See advertisement.
furaltari.

Vf EYER,

U. A CO., Dealers in all kinds of Fnrniture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames,etc.; lUver street

.1

Jtoutiw.

Mich.

ject his patients to the repulsive surround- one or another of the leading hotels st the

J.

ings of the slaughter-honse, but placet the great watering places, somewhat to the an50v000 die annually by neglecting a
Congh, Cold or Croup, often leading to freshly-drawnblood in a steam-warmed noyance if not exclusion of other guests;
HoLLANDClty Lodge, No. 192, Indep«ndcntOrder
Consumption and the grave. Why will bottle and then In a can filled with hot but they have the law on their side, they
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regnlar meetings at Odd
Fellows' Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening you neglect so importanta matter when water, conveying it quickly as possible have the great American democratic prinof each week
you can get at our store Shiloh'*Consumpto the drinker. He has effected a number ciple with them, and it looks as if Mr. HilVisiting others are cordially Invited.
tion Cure, with the assurance of a speedy
/. K
N. G.
recovery. For soreness across the Chest of cures by this means, and is of the opin- ton would be worsted in the fight that he
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
or Lunga or Lame Buck or Side, 8hiloh'» ion that when consumption is treated In has made against them. Other hotel-keepPorou* Plaster gives prompt relief. Sold this manner its progress can be arrested
era say they manage to get along with the
F* * A. X.
by J. O. Doesburg,No. 70, Eighth street
unless
the
descase
has
made
most
serious
difficultyby having no rooms for the disA Rbottlar Communicationof Unity Lonoi, and Wm. Van Putten, River street, HolNo. 191. F. A A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hall.
inroads
upon
the
lungs.
It
has
also
been
agreeable kind of Jew applicants,or drivHolland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Jnue land, Mich.
20, at 7 o'clock, (harp.
found
most
efficacious
in cases of wasting ing them away with high prices and poor
Hackmetack, ' a popular and fragrant
J. S. Bunns, W. M.
v
of nirvous fiber, atrophy and marasmus.
perfume. Sold by the above dealers.
O. Biietxah, Stc'y.
X. 0* of 0. F.

rooms.

f
.......

______

___

_

_

_

___

_

_

.

—

___

....

-

.....

^ ______

..

__

____

_

-

_

---

strnctionof a railroad from Cheyenneto the rible conflagrationin that city: The entire
Black Hills. The managersof the Union Pa- business portion of the city is destroyed. Not a sharo engagementat Batoum. ..A London
dispatch says: “Simultaneouslywith the
cific railroad have taken tbe enterprise in hand,
a leading establishmenthas escaped.All the croi
o using into the Dobrudscha, news oomes of
principal drygoods
leadinggrocers,
g
ge neral movement of Rnnuian
SOUTH.
aU ship brokers, ooi
n merchants, all the
Revehus officers lately made a snocesrful raid wholesaleliquor del
provisions,
Hit, lumber, tea, West
la goods, iro u
JBIGAN.
npon illioit distillers in Hancock ooanty, East
wiped ctA. Forty-odi
locks or nearly
Tenness^ Eig^ crooked distiUera Were cap- acres softh of King
avenotsiEbuildiMs
remaining.
Every
..
tured, Wd fourtkan still-houses. $000 galsquare,and alley
lons of beer and seventv-flve gallons filled with furniture,
thousands of
Widen force isolated.”
of whisky destroyed.
.MaJ. j. P. Flood, ed- are without either
food *or shelter.
Detailed accounts of the terrible bomUrdThousands
away
itor of toe Stewart County (Tenn.) Xecord,
THE EAST.
Vice-President of the Tennessee Press Associa- from th. lower pvt of the dt, V boeta. Of ment of Rustchuk by the Russian batteries at
tion, a prominent lawyer. Postmaster,and hith- the 810 acres in the dty boundaries,400 are Ginrgevo are furnished by cable: “The
J0H5
' D. Towkbeid,counsel
wi4iAOUA for
VI William
T» liiiAUi M.
Tweed, >*8 w^itteuft kxpg fetter eipl^ieingthe erto an honored citizen,has confessed to having burned over aud 20,000 residents homeless. terribly effective character of the Russian fire
.tolen.soveral thousand dollara,from registered They haw
negotiationir with Attorney GeneMl ^Fairchild
Eairct
.

follatt*
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for the release of his client, and accusingthat
officialof deceptionand double-dealing.The
letteris a very bitter one, and, from its tone, it
is to be inferred that Townsend has given up

WASHINGTON.
$8,000,000. It

The report of the commission appointed to
investigate the charges of extravagance in toe

of

eldBbtingthe release of
Tweed.... Four tramps were killed and
one fatally injured by the giving way
of the walls of a long-disused lime-kun near
Bridgeport, Pa. They were sleeping on the
broken furnace.... The exclusion of Joseph
Beligman from the Grand Union Hotel, at
Saratoga, on the ground of bis being a Jew,
continues to excite much public interest,and
forms the topic of conversation among all
classes of citizens in New York. The Hebrews
all hope

had to get

.

Printing Bureau of the United Stoto* Treasury
at Washington shows a recklessness and waste
lie public
pnbr money greatly to be censured.
of the
The names of 958 persons were npon the payrolls of the bureau at the beginning of the investigation,about 60 per cent of whom were
not necessaryfor the prosecutionof the traraness. The number has since been profitably
reduced to 367 persons.

Thebe were

9,000 bids for the 650 mail oon-

tracte recentlyadvortised by the Postmaster

General Throe-fourths of the contracts were
secured by professionalbidders, who farm out
the contracts. . .The new 4 per cent Government loan, which is for thirty days open for
private subscriptions before being plaoed with
Six murderers,all members of the “Molly the syndicate, is not subscribed to with the
Maguire ” organization, were executed at Potto- avidit* that the administrationcould desire.
A desperate attempt was made to rob an exille, Pa., on Thursday, the 21st of June.
the hotel), by withdrawing their accounts fn
that house. . .Mr. Short, the inventor of c
pet-looms,has lust died by his own hand
New Brunswick,N. J.
.

.

is

said that all the

offices ~wii I

out regard to the buildings liable to be injured.
Shell after shell came crashing through too

roofs of the houses, and burymg themselves
floors, where* they exMrs. Qrane and tho young Indies of her school
ploded, demolishing the walls. The
had to go to wa in one of th# (international
steamersto save themselves. There were mosques seemed to bo selected as particular
many heartrending scenes. A great quantity targets at times, for two, three, and ofteu more
shells would fall on and around them, tearing
of goods saved fell into the hands of thieves,
pinnacle and dome with fearful effect Not
who eagerly availed themselvesof every
opportunitythat afforded to carry off even the hospitals were spared by this awful
what they could lay their hands on. rain of shells, and their inmates in many cases
Tbe following newspaperoffices, with their were killed in their beds. Hie unfortunateinhabitantsof Rustchuk suffered terribly during
plant and stock, were completely swept awav •
The Freeman, Kerning Olobe, Laity Teleqraih the bombardment Hid away in deep recesses
Watchman,Rdigxmie Intelligencer. Tbe Qiobe’ or sheltered behind thick walls, the Russian
shells found and destroyed them. As
Telegraph, Nor*, Intelligencer and Watchmfin
hadjob officesattached. The churohes burned they darted through the streets toward
places of greater security, their bodies were
are Trinity, 8t Andrew’s,Germain Street Methscattered in fragments by tho explosion of
odist, Gennain Street Baptist, Christian, Duke
these terrible missiles. Women flving from
Street: St. James Church. Leinster Street
their burning ana ruinod homes were killed as
Baptist, Centenary Methodist Church, St Philthey ran. Little childrenclasped in the arms
of their terrifiedparents were struck dead by
the fatal fragments. The scene was one of
byterian, Sheffield Street Mission-House.
unqualified horror throughout."

in the

press car on tbe Lake Shore and Michigan
James Gordon Bennett, of the New York
Southem railroad,near Ligonier.Ind., a few
GENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.
Herald, who left suddenly for Europe some
nights ago. Four desperadoesboarded the
The Russians have purchasedthe monster
for the murder of Policeman Yost, of Tamaqua. tram at Ligonier,and immediately after it had months ago to escape prosecution for fighting
Manley wm one of the murderersof Thomas passed beyond the town limits the robbers en- a duel, has returned toJiew York. . .The Mon- Krapp gun which was on exhibition at toe
Sanger a . d William Wren, at Raven Run. On tered the expresscar and assaulted the mes- treal office of the cashier of the Grand Trank PhiladelphiaCentennial.. England has deciTheir

n^es

are

Thomas Duffy, Junes

Carroll,

.

..

senger.

the same day, and at about the same hour, four

A

detective and several assistant*,

lUguires," paid the who had been notifiedof the plot and had
penalty of their crimes at Mauch secreted themselves in the car. at once
Chunk, Pa., namely: Michael -Doyle, I'ounoed npon the robbers, and, after a
r , KeUy» Alexander Campbell desperate struggle,subdued and handcuffed
and John Donohue. Doyle and Kelly all four of them. They proved to bo
were hnng for the murder of John P. Jones, a four desperatecharactersthat had for a long
mine boss atLansford;Campbell and Dono- time infested Ligonier. Their names are
hue, for the murder of Morgan Powell another Latta, Billman, Hathaway and Christy.... On
LAe Minnetonka, Minn., a few days ago, a
• mine boss at Summit Hill. Anthonv Lanahan
another “Molly Maguire," was executed at little excursion steamer carrving five persons
Wilkesbarre for the murder of John Boillv blew up with frightful effect Three of those
The culpnto were all singularly firm in the* on board were instanUy killed, and toe other
f1?1 “ g*me." Nearly all of them two badly wounded. Fragments of the boat
protested their innocence to the last One of flew 150 feet in the air and then sunk in fortv
feet of water
Three little boys wore drowned
m the Chicago river, at Chicago,a few days

j

to

.

replT ro-

The law-abiding people of Schuylkill, Carbon, Columbia and Luzerne counties, in Pennsylvania,are considerably excited by rumors

to the Mollies, two witnesses in the recent trials

.

.

Secretary McCrary has sent a dispatch to

several lawcitizens
coffin notices,
the Governor of Utah, steting that, while the
and there is a general dread that the reign of
administrationdoes not apprehend a Mormoa

bv

no,t

been P®rmtnentiy choked

.

.

im

situation in Europe, says: “ It i$ not

_.ble that a new element will arise in
Iefld
the

mamfertdeteni^ijon^le'rTin
tofol-

low in the steps of Roumania, and sever
Turkey. Notwithstanding the strenuous efforts of the
Czar and Prince Gortechakoff to keep
Serna qmet apd neutral, it now looks as
if ,4k e would declare her independence,
and prepare to maintain it by force, as
soon as the Russians are over the Danube. It is no secret, also, that at the
recent peering of the C?ar and Prince
her connection with

• “? “^Wtoent was
concluded allowing the Russians passage
across Servian territonr, if they desire
to approach Turkish soil from that direction. Any movement which tends to
draw Servia into the conflict, which
threatensto change her relations jo ward
Turkey, and constitute her an independent Slavonic state, or which indicates the
possibility even of an occupationby Russia, must of necessity involve Austria in
the struggle and compel her to oocnpv
Bosnia, Herzegovinaand Servia as lar
ns the valley of Morava, thus realizing
toe cherished dream of her millions of
discontented Sdaves of uniting these
principalities in one grand Sclavonicempire. The mobilizationof the Austrian
troops in Transylvaniaand on the Servifrontier, which has already been decided npon, is an unmistakableindication of Austria’s policy and of thepredommanoe of the Sclavic element in her

ded to send an army of 15,000 troops to Egypt
to protect the Suez canal.... A plot has been
discoveredin Egypt to blow up the banks of
councils.
too Suez (Anal with nitro-glycerine.

The Russian Finance Minister has
been au________
“And what then? Will Austrian ocSympathy for the sufferingpeople of 81 thorizedto issue a 5-per-ceut. loan of 200,000,200,000,
cuPa.^?n localize the war iu Bulgaria,or
John has assumed substantialshape, and lib- 000 roubles (about $160,000,000)
____ A comlfc increa*e to area and drag in other
eral donations of money, provisionsand cloth- mercial congress representingnearly
Ivfive
five hnnhun P°wer8? Will Russia consent to this
ing are pouring into the strickencity from all drodof the loading commercialfirms of Ger- occupation,and, if she objects, how far
parte of toe United States and Canada. To- many was held at Frankfort tho other day, aud is she able to oppose it? The answers
ronto has subscribed$70,000, HaUfax $40,000. a resolution was passed asking the Government
to these questions undoubtedly depend
and other Canadian cities have contributed to suspend its free-trade policy and to institute
upon
Germany, and what response the
Iwgelv, while New York, Philadelphia,Boston, an inquiry as to tlie state of trade and industry
Chicago, St Louis aud all the large in Germany — The question of dissolution was sphinx in the spiked helmet will make no
cities of the States have responded lib- put to a vote in tho French Chamber of Depu- one can foresee. Russia certainly will
erally to tho cry
distress.
ties, on the 2d of June, aud carried by 150 not care to encounter Austria and TurLabor troubles : There has been an extensive to 130.
key combined, wliile if Germany sides
strike of the silk operativesof Paterson,N. J.
President MacMahon has pardoned 844 with Russia for the sake of securing
... .The stove-moldersof Louisville, Ky., have
more French Communists. .. .In replying to tho German provinces of Austria,
all struck, aud every foundry in toe city is
closed iu conBeqaenoe....A targe number of Lord Derby’s propositionsconcerning the Huez most certainly England must side
operativesemployed in iron manufacturing es- canal, the Porte agrees that toe navigation with Austria,
least optablishmentsin the Schuylkill, Lehigh and Sus- shall be unrestricted for neutral shipping,but
pose Russia, for the sake of securing
quehanna valleys, of Pennsylvania, are on a claims the right to tight the enemy’s ships if
they appear in the canal.... In the French Egypt and the Suez canal, which, in
strike againsta reductionin wages.
Chamber of Deputies,the other day. M. Grevy, turn, must antagonizetlie Mediterranean
Two hundred Mormons arrived in New York
the President,read a decree formally dissolvstates, whose interestsmight be menfrom Europe the other day, and left immedi- ing the Chamber and intimatingthat the elecaced
by English monopoly of the canal.
tions would be held after an intervalof two
ately for Utah.
. .Recent deaths : Robert Dale
months. . .Our old friend tho Colorado beetle It is evident that it only needs the match
Owen, the well-known author and spiritualist
has turned up in France.
to fire the material which has been
Commodore John R. Goldsborough,of the
United States navy.
Advices from South America report a disas- heaped up for a general conflagration.
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uprising, additional troops will be sent to Utah.

““‘o

A Ht.
John, N. B., dispatch says: “Thirty bodies
thus far have been recovered,and as many
more persons are missing; but it is impossible
as yet, to toll accurately the loss of life."
.

What Hay Posalbly Follow the Dectara
tkm ol Servian Inddfandence.
Tho Chicago JVifiune^RisouMrag the

™

ago, white bathing.... Tho banking-house of
“• Pulsifer & Co., of Peoria, one of the largest
financialinstitutions in Central Illinois,has
suspended....A horrible triple murder was
perpetrated, a few days ago, in Hocking county,
Ohio. John Weldon, his sister and daughter
were murdered at their home, their heads
being crashed with an ax. The murderers,
William Ferrell aud Joseph King, have been arrested, and have confessedto the butchery,tho
object being robbery.

SnSnT,UnU5l7
abiding
have received

railway was recently robbed of $60,000.

SERBIA AND AUSTRIA.

^ell8> °* Mississippi, Is to be
trous rain-storm in the province of Buenos The success of Russia does not depend
THE TURKO-RUSSIANWAR.
Boston last week appointed Consul General of the United States
altogether upon the issues of the battlePresident has oammissioned
Turkish advices report terribleoutrages by Ayres. The rain-fallwas oontinnons for three
and was enthusiastically received. The entire
Daniel T. Boynton as Pension Agent at Knoxweeks, and the pampas were flooded, causing field. She not only has to cut her way
the Russians upon the Circassian populationof
State militia was called out for the occasion.
the destruction of millions of horses, cattle through the Turkish forces and fortress®amuel P08t, Pension Agent at
at St Lod^h. 5
Pension Agent Armenia. Towns are sacked,women ravished, and sheep.... Ex-Presidont and Mrs. Grant es, but she must follow a very tortnons>
and men banished.A reign of terror prevails! virited Queen Victoria, at Windsor Castle, the
diplomaticpath without treading upon
*xn.
2^L2“' J1 SpriBgfleldTlSM., between ti* President Hates aud family, accompanied The Russians are reportedby the Turks to have other day. They were, we are informed by a the interests of other powers, which are
burned the military hospital in Ardahan. cable dispatch, “conveyed in her Majeatv’s
by Secretaries Evarte, Devons and Schurz, raid
Eight hundred inmates are said to have per- oarriages to the castle, where they were re- as thickly strewn in it as torpedoes in
a flying risit to New England last week.
.The ished. The Turks hare again been defeated ceived by the Queen at the bottom of the stairthe Russian harbors. If she can localthe west.
commissionrecentlyappointed to investigate by the Montenegrinsin a five hours’ engage- case at the Queen’s instance, and conducted ize the war and confine it to Bulgaria on
. The first reports of the Indian outbreak in the affairsof the New 6rleans Custom House ment between Dainlograd and Spuz.
through the state corridor to the white drawing-room. After a short interview, Gen. the one hand and Armenia on the other,
Idaho Territory were not exaggerated. About report reforms that will effect a saving to the
A Constantinople dispatch asserts that LayGovernmentof some $55,000 per mnnuy
Grant and wife were conductedto apartments there can be no doubt of the result.
thirty citizens were murdered
prairie
ard, tho British Ambassador,has counseled over the Waterloo Gallery,overlooking the very slight misstep, however, like the.
POLITICAL.
*nd tort vidnity. The Indians, numbering
the Sultan to make peace immediately.All the hoipe park. In the evening a grand dinner Servian complication to which we have
The Presidenthas addressed the following
from 1,000 to 1,500, are not of the lowest claw
was given in Gen. Grant's honor.
Ministers except Redif Pasha, Ministerof War
alluded, may precipitateAustria, Gerof hostiles.The trouble with them is said to circular letter to all prominent Federal officers
favor peace.
.The Turkish Chamber of Depumany, Italy, and even France, into a
be the result of an attempt of the Government throughout the country :
Ues decided by a targe majority that it is adA Nolse-Extlnguiuher.
to put the Joseph band of Nez Percesona
struggle whose duration aud Anal catasvisaffie to postpone for the present the quesExecutive Mansiom, Wabhixgtoh, June 23.
reservation.To this they had consented,when
Everybody that travels has experienced trophe no one can foresee. "
bra : I desire to call your attention to toe fol- tion of the admission of Christians into theone of their number was inexcusably
lowing paragraph in a letter addressed by me army, they continuing to pay the exemption the annoyance of having his ears deafshot bv a white man, and all endeavors to seDr. David Livingotone,a nephew
to toe Secretary of toe Treasury on the comluct tax. . .Details of the recent battle near Deliba- ened when on board a steamboat by the
cure the punishmentof the murderer failed,
to be observed by officersof tlie General Gov- ba, in Asia Minor, represent the affair to have roar of escaping steam. Sometimes ac- and namesake of the explorer, is living
ut Salmon river every white man was killed
been very disastrousto the Turkish force.
ernment w relation to elections
but the women and children were spared!
cidents have occurred during the racket in San Francisco. The only other near
The Russians put them to flight,aud then!
“ No officershall be required or permitted to
There has been some fighting between the
of
“blowing off" simply because the relatives of the traveler are a brother
pursuing with cavalry,converted the defeat
savages and the white soldierssent against take part in the management of political orinto a rout.
.Relative to the late Turkish de- Captain cannot make his orders heard, John, who lives at Listowell, Ontario;
ganizations,
caucuses,
conventions,
or
election
them, resnltmff, accordingto the adviceabefore
campaigns. Their right to vote and to express feat near Spuz, a Cetttnte dispatch says: and everything has to be done in dumb a son Oswald, a physician in Trinidad,
ns at this writuig disastrouslvto the whites,
Later accounts show there never was a worse
show while the disturbance lasts. Hap- West Indies; an unmarried daughter,
about fifty of whom have been killed and their views on public questions,either orally or
toroogh the press, is not denied, provided it panic, or a more disastrousrout known in the
wounded.
pily an invention called the spiral ex- Anna Mary, who is finishing her educaannals of war between Turkey and Monteneto® ^“charge of their
Advices from the scene of the Indian out- d^Il0!l2terferewith
haust-nozzleis destined to choke off the tion in Germany; and a married daughofficial duties. No assessment for politicalpur- gro. It was only the artilleryof the forts that
break in Northern Idaho report that thirty- xises oy officersor subordinates should be al- saved tho Turkish army from complete de- noise. It operates by breaking the ter, Mrs. Bruce, who lives in England.
1116
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struction. The Turkish dead cannot be count- waves of sound, the escaping steam
It is with love as with apparitions.
applicableto every department ed, because they Uo along the plain nearly up being surrounded with a wire helix; ant
of the civil service. It should be understood to Spuz, and the artillery of too city prevent
“At Stole creek by ©very officer of the General Government approach.Gen. Petrovios reports about 1,000 obliged to pass between the wires. A Everyone talks of it, but few have ever
the whites have fortifiedthemselvesin a stockseen it
ade fort, into which has been received the hat he is expected to conform his conduct to dead within the ground recovered by the Mon- report adopted by the Committee on
tenegrins."
Science and the Arts of the Franklin
wives and children of the murdered men, to- t* requirements. Very respectfuUy,
MARKETS.
According to Turkish reports, the campaign Institute says : “ In view of the annoyR. B. Hayes.
gether with the families of the men who had
eecapei the massacre.These women are tons
A circclab has been issued by the Secretary in Montenegro is about ended, all the strategic ance, fright, and danger arising from th<
NEW YORK.
shut up in toe midst of the hostile Indians
of the Navy, commanding that laborers shall positions being occupied by the Turkish troops, roar of escaping steam, and of the o$m
BKXVM ............................
9 00 @18 M
without adequate means of defense and withpletenesswith which the nozzle destroys "00B .............................
. 5 10 @ 5 75
. .The crossing of the Danube was begun by
out aid, And will certainly
over- be employed in the navy-yards,by the proper
Cotton
..................
: ......... hjsq
powered and murdered, as the Indians officersin charge, with reference to their skill the Russiansat Ibrail on the 22dof June. this roar, we are of the opinion that Wfr. Floub— Superfine Western ........ 5 GO (* 0 00
declare their determinationto take the and efficiencyalone, and without regard to po- Pontoon bridges had previously been Shaw has done a great service to the Whzat—No. 2 ChicAffO .............1 61 (A 1 62
fort and murder the men. The situation far liticalor personal considerations. Workmen erected unobserved by toe Turks, and community, and particularly to* the Cohn— Western Mixed .............67
65
these were
exceeds in gravityany Indian outbreak of our are not to be required to contributemoney for
Oats— WesternMixed ..............34
57
transportation
interests,
in
overcoming
Rrz— Western .....................
74
75
day, and it will tax the best resources of the pohttol purposes,nor discharged on account thrown across the river, and tho Fourteenth
Army Corps, 15, $00 stroua notched into Bul- an obnoxiousand dangerous feature in PORK-Mees .............. ...... 14 00 @14 25
Government and of the people immediateiv of their political opinions.
9
9^
garia, taking up a pOHitto* » a marsh, out of ;he use of steam ; and we reoomm&nd LaRD .....................
interested to subdue the Indians and restore
GENERAL.
CHICAGO.
reach of the Turks. . /The Turks have reoccu- he award to him of the Scott legacy
peace to the Country:The volunteercompaBzEVES-Cholce Graded Steers ..... 6 75 @ 7 25
The city of 8t. Johns, New Brunswick, has pied Bayazid, in Asia. . .The Emperor of MomeHare being coustfagy organized in various
Choice Natives ...........6 00 @ 6 50
iremium and medal for his spiral exbeen
ahnost
obUterated
by
fire.
The
flames
rocco
refuses
to
furnish
military
assistance
to
settlements.
. Aa
amateur pedestriannamed
Cows and Heifers ........ 3 00 @450
laust-nozzle."—New York Tribune,
Turkey.
Good Second-class Steers. 4 50 @ 6 00
Lake has just accomplished, at 'Columbus, broke out in the afternoon of June 20, in MoMedium to Fair.' ......... 5 25 @ 5 75
Ind., the feat of walking 500 miles inSOOcon^ lAughlin’s boiler-manufactoryin Portland, a
The cable furnishes copious details of the
An Old Stove.
Hoas-Live...................... 4 60 @ 4 90
suburb of 8t Johns, aud raged for twenty-four operationsattendingthe crossing of the DanIn the VirginiaState Capitol, at Rich- Flour— Fancy White Winter ...... 9 50 @lb 60
hours. A strong wind was blowing at the
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 7 50 @ 8 00
time, and tho fire spread with incredible ube by the Russians at Ibrail and Galatz. Early mond, is the historic stove of the world, Whkat-No. 2 Spring ............. 1 46 @1 47ltf
No. 8 Spring ..............1 23 @ 1 25
rapidity toward the business portion of 8t. on toe morning of FridaV, the 22d of June,
t unquestionably deserves this designaCorn— No. 2.............^.....m
John, clearing m its career entire streetsof bands of cavalry crossed toe river on barges at
47*
tein
JAb0Tlt 240’ T0de iutotho
ion, although it is best known as the Oats— No. 2. .....................
36
87
buildings. The entire business portionof the the points named, which are eighteen miles
Iast week»
Rtr-No.2....v
................
“Old
Stove,"
having
been
manufactured
60
@
*
62
city, including all toe banks, hotels,news- apart, aud promptly formed a junctionon the
Barley— No. 2 ....... ...........
56 @ /6G
paper offices, tliq Custom House, telegrap] high slopes beyond the marshy river bank. in England by one Buzaglo, and jent Butter— Choice Creamery.......
48
23
offices, a number of churches and public Under toe cover of this force, between tho Turks over to Lord Botetourt, in 1770, as a Egos— Freeh ...................... 12
13
•atMatehln
'and
the
river,
the
Russians
laid
schools, besides hundreds of dwellings, were
resent to the colony of. Virginia. This Pori— Mess. ............ ...... 13 10 @13 25
Lard ............... .............
9
ble avenger wUl be laid upon
reduced to ashes iu' a few hours. Several their pontoon bridgesat both the above points,
old stove was used in warming the House
MILWAUKEE.
A nuE in the town of Marblehead, Mass., schooners and larger vessels were burned. and two divisions rapidly crossed and effected
Wbrat— No. 1 ..................1 55 @ 1 57
Crafts laden with goods and household wares a Junction without opposition.Every move- of Burgesses in Williamsburg until 1779,
last week, destroyed thirty bnUdings in the
No. 2 ............ ........ 1 48 @ 1 49
readily caught the flames and were consumed. ment of toe Russianswas characterizedbV when the capital was removed from' tbat
Corn—
No. 2 .......................
45
46
business part of town, and forty dwellings. The fierce wind drove the flames to the south the utmost skill and rapidity of action. B’v place to Richmond, and served the State
Oats— No. 2 ........
35
86
Total loss, $ 530,000. . .The Mollie Maguire and east and destroyedeverythingthey reached noon the forces were before the outworksof altogether, in heating itejegislativehalls, Ryr— No. 1 ........................
66
67
murderersrecenUy executed to Pennsylvania to the water’s edge. Five men and tyro infants Matehin, which the? carried by charging tho
Barley— No. 2.
.............66
67
ST.
,
were followed to their grave* by iiimense are known to have lost their lives, and many batteries.The Turks were driven out and fled for a period of sixty years; after which it
crowds of friends. The funerals were con- aro missing.The loss is estimated at from to Matehin, the Russians turning their own was plaoed in the rotunda of the Capitol, Wheat-No. 2 Red Fall ............ l 94 @ 1 0«
Coen -No. 2 Mixed ................
44
45
ducted in an orderlymannor. '
$10,000,000
$15,000,000 and ithe guns npon them, and that night they rested in and warmed that portion of the building Oats— No. 2..... .......
37
89
the deserted Turkish camp, preparing for the for about forty years more, when it was
insurance
will
not
it
is
thought
The storm of the 25th of Jtme covered an
Bn....;.............
60
62
exceed $6,000,000.
area buraed battle of the morrow. On Saturday morning kid aside as one of the sacred relics of Pork— Mess...*.................... 13 20 @18 30
immense area in Nebraska, Iowa, Wisconsin, over is about 200 acres. Thousands of people they advanced again with the intention of
Lard .............................
9
Illinois, Indian* and Michigan.It was the are rendered homeless,among whom there is storming Matehin, bnt found no enemy to op- Virginia.—/S’crikier for July.
Hoo* ...............................
4 30 @ 4 60
Cattle ......
.........
4 75 @ 6 85
most violent Ad destructive summer gate oxr much suffering — The fast trains between the pose them. The Turks had evacuated the
three white soldiers were killed in the engagement of the 17th of June. A dispatch o? the
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periencedin the West for years. Thedamaee
inflicted is beyond computation. .Forty -nr<
business firms in Oindnuati, includingsome of
the weilthiest Jewish houses in that city, have
taken joint action in reference to the HiltonSehgman affair,and, resenting the affront as
one which is directed toward toe entire Jewish
race in America, have entered into a compact
pledging themselvesto hereafterhold no buidnessrelafcions with toe house of A. T. Stewart
.

.

East and West have been withdrawn,and one
of the shortest railroad wars on record is at an
end
- -A report is receivedby way of Victoria
»nd Ran Franciscoof an upriwng by the Blackteet Indianaof British Columbia. The Rocky
Mountain camp of tho Canadian Pacific railroad was attackedby the savages, and all tho
men kiiled save one, who escaped to toll the
-

•

The Sunday-schoolAssembly to be held at

Eeyte th* j^bradsch1* ePter6<1

^

Riches and Reason.

held th®

.

annonnood from London that the BritCabinet has, after due deliberation, disap-

It is
ish

proved of Gortaohakoff’sdeclaration as to Russia’s

policy in the Eastoru war. and the English

Governmenthas

resolved not to allow even the
temporary occupationof Constantinopleby the
Russians.. . .Tho Rnsslans attempted to cross

tho Danube, near Rustchuk. but were nnsuoLake Bluff camp grounds, thirty miles north of
cossful, and a severe battle followed, tho TurkIndiana Supreme Court has sustained Chicago,July 17 to 27, promises to be one of
ish gunboats taking an active part. The town
the decision of one of the lower courts of the
tho most importantand Interesting gatherings
Stote, to the effect that Utah divorces Ire file- ii ® unday school workers held for many a day.
Railroads Kill give reduced fares, and ample
provisions wUl be made to entertain, at small
capitulated ; that the RnsKians have been deexpense, all those who may desire to attend.
Dispatchesfrom 8t John, N. B., furnish feated in a fourteen-hours’battle at Delibaba
patches from toe West, for the
*
the following additionalparticulars 6f toe ter-
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Wheat— Red.* .....................1 75 @ L90
The experiencepf the* late Mr. John Corn
...... ......
48 @7 60
Daly, of this city; who got riches bnt Oats...;.. ...... .........
88
43
lost his reason and committed stiioide, Bye. ............................... 67#@ 68*
Pore— Mess.
..............
18 40 @18 60
points a moral for our time. The case
. ...........
8 @Y 10
TOLEDO.
of Dr. Ayer, the welbkqown millionaire,
No. 2 Red Winter ........ 1 99 @ 2 01*
who is in an asylum for the insane, fur- Wheat— Amber
....... ...... ......170@172
nishes a commentary on the failure CORH .....^ ........................
52
58
Oats-No.
X
...........
........... 88
40
which some men ore inftVfngr By their apDETROIT.
petite for money. There are scores of Flour— Medium ..... ...........
8 00 @ 8 60
1 86 @ 1 98
similar cases of insanity caused by a too Wheat— White ............
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 6062
intense applicationto business. Brains
Oats— Mixed ............... ....... 43
44
ore of more accbhnt than bank notes, By* ................................05
go
14 00 @14 25
even in this world, truthfully says the PORK-Mess..., ....................
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Christian at }[ork, and it is never wise Hoos— Yorkers ....................4 90 @500
Philadelphias...... . .........5 00 @ 5 75
to risk one’s head to accumulate a propCattle— Beat ......................
6 40 @ 6 60
erty for other people to quarrel over.—
Medium ..............
.... 5 00 @8 25
Scientific American.
Shew.... .........................4 25 @ 5 25
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JOHN'S CALAMITY.

Detailed Account of the Destruction by Fire
of the New Brunswick Metropolis.

and, of all things, the preservationof
that was most essential The engine
was taken down Dock street,but the fire
kept up its rapid pursuit. It also spread
along the western part of Mill street,
crossing over to the opposite side, and
ignitingRankin A Sons’ biscuit manufactory., Then, following onward toward
North street from South wharf, the
flames entered into Ward street and extended to Peters’ wharf in a remarkably
short space of time, carryingeverything
before them. Then they proceeded to
Water street,and from thence soon made
their way to the southern part of the
Market square, making a jump up to
Prince William street.
Then the flames advanced to Princess
and King streets, and on Germain street
The fire commenced at the York Point
slip and swept southward through residences to King street,where it spread
and burned all the public buildings, hotels, and the business portion of the
place, including the wharves. Great
dread of starvationis felt, as not a grocery or provision store is left. Fifteen
thousana persons are homeless. All the
business portion of the town and fully
one-half the residences are gone.
The followingare among the list of

A TORPEDO TRIUMPH.
Detailed Description of the Destruction of ft
TurkMi Monitor by Torpedoeson the Danube— MatchlrtMBravery ami Skill of the
Russian Sailors.

the launches,but did them no harm.
They were not once struck, although
the bow of one was pierced and sunk by
a piece of shell that exploded near it.
The two launches were now on opposite
sides of the doomed ship. Duoasoff
perceived that the monitor was sinking
down before, but very slowly ; while the
Turks continued to fire away blindly,
but incessantly, both with small arms
and cannon. Dubasoff cried out to
Shestakoff to try and place another
torpedo in order to make sure of the

compiled by the Secretary of State, show
number of paupers in poor-houses
in the State in 1876 to have been 5,183.
Of this number there were 2,075 Amerithe

Wednesday, the 20th of June, 1877,
cans.
was the most calamitousday ever known
The logs on the Tittabawasseewill all
in the annals of St John, N. B. “ Noth[War Cor. of the London Dally News.]
come out The rear of the entire drive,
ing,” says a correspondent,“ could have
about 80,000,000 feet, was at Riverdale
The destruction of a Turkish monitor
burst more suddenly on the unexpecting
last week.
the other night by torpedoes seems to
citizens than the fire which destroyed so
have been a most brilliantand daring
Fire damaged the Michigan Pulp
many valuablelives, wasted property by
exploit Two steam launches, with a
Mills, located at Jackson, $15,000 worth
millions, laid an arresting hand on many
handful of men, steamed boldly into the
lost week. The mills escaped total deand varied forms of industry, and spread
midst of tne Turkish flotilla, placed two
struction.
not only desolation, but terror and contoroedoes und6r one of the monitors, ship, and the latter slipped in under the
Dr. Rominger, the State Geologist,
sternation,all around. Public buildand succeeded in blowing it up and com- stem and put down another torpedo in
has made Marquette his headquarters
ings, palaces of commerce, temples of
pletely destroying it This feat, ac- the same manner as the previousone. for the summer, with the intention of
religion, banks, palatial residences,
complished with impunity, without the He then shot off until he was at a safe
completing the State survey in that secnewspapers and telegraphoffices, schoolloss of a single man, is a very remarkable distance, applied the electric battery in tion.
houses, almost everything of which the
the
same
manner,
and
a
still
more
one, and if it can be shown that it can be
citizens of St John felt proud, were all
There is growing on the farm of Mr.
repeated with success, monitors and terrible explosion followed. Parts
iu a few hours laid in ruins.” The acLyon,
of St Johns, a white oak tree 171
gunboats on inland rivers will be ren- of the ship were blown into the air, as
count continues :
feet in circumference, of symmetrical
they
very
soon
perceived
by
a
large
dered completely useless, and even the
The loss of our hotels, churches,
modem monster ironclad, built at such plank which a few seconds later came form, and the first large limb is sixty-five
school-houses,banks, etc., was made a
feet from the ground.
expense, >*ill likewise be rendered prac- down endways, driving its way through
thousand times more painful by the
the
iron
screen
into
the
boat
between
Albert C. Fisher shot his wife, and
tically of no avail for any kind of service
lamentable destruction of life accomnear an enemy’s coast An ironclad will two of the sailors who were back to back his father-in-law, Henry Fitch, at the
panying it
not even be safe at sea, for any kind of dose to each other, without injuring house of the latter, in St Johns, recentThe fire was discovered in a building
ship, even a wooden one, can send out either of them. Then the monitor sank ly. Fitch was mortally wounded, while
owned by Mr. Fairweather on the south
half a dozen steam launches in the night, rapidly, and after a few moments noth- the wife will probably recover.
side of York’s Point slip, next to Mcsurround an ironclad,and destroy it ing but her masts was visible above
Jambs A. Randall, a Detroit lawyer
Laughlin’s boiler shop. To the latter
water. The crew had all either been and Circuit Court Commissioner,nas
with impunity.
building the flames had spread be- public buildings burnt : Postoffice,
The tittle expedition which succeeded drowned or had escaped by swimming. obtained a judgment against the Detroit
fore the firemen had reached the scene. Bank of New Brunswick, City Building,
iu blowing up the Turkish monitor was Day now began to break, and the posi- Tribune of $800 for libel He was ridiThe engines arrived and did their best Custom House, Maritime Bank Buildcomposed of four small steam launches, tion of the two tittle launches within the culed as acting on both Sides of a case.
to stop the flames, but all efforts were ing, in which are this bank, that of
two of which were to make the attack near range of two other Turkish monitors _ Frank McDonald and George Harin vain. Nothing could be done. The Montreal and Nova Scotia, ofpee of the
and the two others to hold themselves became very critical To add to the rington, both notorious burglars, broke
flames then spread to various buildings School Trustees, etc.; Bank of Nova
in readiness to render assistance in case, danger of the situation, the screw of one from the Iosco county jail the other day.
on Have’s wharf, which were also quick- Scotia, new buildings; Academy of
ns was possible, of an accident to either of of them got fouled, and the boat became by burning a hole through the floor and
ly consumed, and the fire broke out with Music, in which was the Knights of
the attacking ones. The two launches unmanageable;while they perceived a excavating a passage under the foundaa roar into Smith street, carrying every- Pythias Hall; Victoria Hotel; Odd
which were to make the attack were Turkish launch from one of the other tion wall.
thing before it From there the flames Fellows’ Hall ; No. 1 engine house ;
commanded by Lieuts. Dubasoff and monitors bearing down on them. They
The amount of the liquor tax rolls, as
spread into Drury lane and Mill street, Orange Hall, King street ; Temperance
Shestakoff. and manned, one by fourteen opened a fire of small arms on the Turkplaced
in the hands of the Treasurer of
following that into Dock street, taking Hall, King street, East ; Dramatic Lyand the other by nine men. The crews ish launch, which veered off and showed
Mason
county, so far this year, is $2,both sides. Ere this, however, the rear of ceum ; Victoria School House ; Temple
were protected by an iron screen or no disposition to come any closer. One
611.67, against $8,560. 40 last year. There
the London House and adjacentbuild- bf ‘Honor Hall ; Barnes Hotel, Royal
of
the
sailors
got
out
into
the
water,
and.
awning, which covered the boat
are twenty-onesaloons, against thirtyings had been attacked. When it was Hotel, St. John Hotel, the Acadia Hotel,
completely over from stem to after several minutes*exertion, succeeded two last year.
seen that the first fire would inevitably the Brunswick House, Bay View Hotel,
stem, and which was sufficiently thick in clearingthe screw, and the two launches,
sweep along Dock or Mill streets,aid InternationalHotel ; Wiggins’ Orphan
The National Association of Stove
to stop a bullet. This screen, as well as having accomplished their mission of decame from Portland in the shape of the Asylum, Deaf and Ihimb Institution.
Manufacturers
held its twelfth annual
struction,
darted
off,
passed
under
the
the boat, was painted black, so as to be
town engine and firemen. The tinderscarcely distinguishableat night, and fire of the two other Turkish gunboats, convention in Detroit last week. It is
boxes on fire, aided by the wind, proved
The I amine in India.
the crew were thus protectedagainst the escaped unharmed,and, rejoimug their composed of about eighty of the leading
a combination too much for the gallant
There is no change for the better in fire of small arms, except the man at the two consorts, returned in triumph to their manufacturers of the country, representworkers, and, almost in despair, they
India. The famine has not abated, and wheel, who directed the movements of places of starting. The Grand Duke re- ing a capital of $40,000,000.
saw the flames advance upon them, not
The thirty-third annual session of the
affairs everywhere are becoming critical. the boat, and who was necessarily ex- ceived the news within two or three hours
slowly, but with a rapidity that appalled
The price of grain is advancing, most of posed. The crews embarked in the after, and the rejoicing among the Rus- National Division of the Sons of Temthe stoutest hearts.
the Burmese rice-crop has been secured boats a tittle after 12 o’clock on Friday sians was very great. The two officers perance of North America was held at
The Carleton engine came in on the
for English consumption, and there is no night, at a distance of about seven miles and the crews of the two boats have all Detroit last week. About seventy-five
ferryboat and lent its aid. Oneenmne
delegates were present, representingthe
rain. The condition of the people on from where the Turkish monitors were receivedthe cross of St George.
had been stationed at the comer of Mill
most of the States and the Canadas.
the relief works is gradually deteriorat- lying. The night was dark and rainy,
and Union streets, while men with
ing. In eight districts, where the annual and the clouds completely obscured the
A horse distemper, the symptoms of
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
branches were down on Union street opdeath-rate of the winter season is not moon, which nevertnelessprevented the
which are very similar to the so-called
posite Drury lane. The buildingswere
usually more than 20 per 1,000, it ranged night from being one of complete pitchy
Michigan has 3,400 Sons of Temper- epizootic, has recently broken out in the
a mass of flames at the end of Smith
from 37.3 to 118.3 in December and from darkness. There was just enough tight ance.
vicinity of Grand Blanc. A large numstreet and Drury lane, and, while the
62.6 to 118.7 in January. Many of the to enable them to distinguish the dark
ber of animals have been attacked with
workers were vainly endeavoring to have
There are 400 prisonersin the Detroit
deaths are due to starvation, or diseases masses of the Turkish gunboats without
it, and over a dozen have died already
the fire end there, a momentary gale
House
of Correction.
engendered by starvation, but these are themselves being easily seen. After an
from its effects.
took the flames across Union street to
The Jackson County Pioneer Society
debited to ‘ cholera. ” The best author- hour’s steaming they came within the
An incendiary fire at Cadillac dethe opposite houses, and then they reities estimatethe total loss of life which immediate neighborhood of the enemy’s held an interesting meeting recently.
stroyed two large bams owned by Geo.
ceded, but their touch had been fatal,
wfll follow from famine at 1,000,000, and flotilla.The engines of the launches
At Leroy, readings from popular au- A Mitchell and D. F. Comstock. The
and in less than five minutes the buildthink that the Madras census of 1881, were so constructedas to make very tit- thors are given at the Reform Club
bams contained sleighs, trucks, etc., for
ings were doomed to destruction. Both
with its population of 80,000,000 souls, tle noise, and when they were slowed meetings.
lumbering purposes, which were all
sides of the street were soon in the
will sho w, if not a retrograde a stationary down all the sound they made was a low,
Strawberry festivals by Red Ribbon consumed. Loss, $4,000 ; no insurgrasp of the devouring element, and men
population. A fact is cited by the Lon- dull kind of throbbing noise that was alClubs are becoming popular throughout ance.
were obliged to drop their branch-pipes
don Times correspondent which upsets most drowned by the continualcroaking the State.
The steamer Dunlap ran through
and run up the street, after which they
the assertion that periodicalfamines are of the frogs, which are very large and
dragged the hose after them,
Wm.
D.
Morton,
recently
tried
at Third street bridge, at Bay City, lately,
necessary to keep down the redundant very numerous along the marshes of the
carryingone span completely away. Ten
Another lot of men were working at
population of Hindostan. The remarks Danube. Nevertheless,the quick ear Detroit for obtaining money under false
or a dozen persons went down, one
the foot of Union street, and, by placing
on this head, the correspondentholds, of a Turkish sentinel caught the unusual pretenses,has been acquitted.
named Comins being seriouslyand perboards in front of their faces managed to
The soldiers of Van Buren county
would be pertinent to the subject if the sound and cried out, “Who goes there?”
haps fatally injured. The damage to
battle with the flames until their clothfamine had displayed itself in the most in Turkish. The boats advanced with- held an encampmentnear Paw Paw lost
the bridge and to the boat’s bow will
ing became singed.
thickly-populateddistrictsof the coun- out replying.The sentinel again called week. They had a fine time.
amount to several thousand dollars.
Proceedingalong Smith street in c
try, but, as a matter of fact, the most out and again remained without an anRoy McNeal, aged 20, whose home
southerlydirection,the fire soon reached
During the month of May new postthickly-populated
districts have been able swer. He called out the third time, was at Wrightstown, Wis., was drowned
Nelson street, and then Robertson’s not only to grow food enough for their
offices were establishedin this State as
and, as it was becoming evident that the last week on Sturgeon river drive.
place; then extended to Robertson’s
own necessities, but to export to places ship would be alarmed, Lieut Dubasoff The hotel and barn of Richard Power, follows: Echo, Antrim county; Byers,
wharf, and then up North wharf. As it
where there was scarcity. There is no replied in Turkish, “ fnends !” and con- at Carrollton, were burned a few days Mecosta county; Morrioe, Shiawassee
gained Nelson street on the south, it
county; Millet, Eaton comity; Delton,
evidence of any value to show that the tinued to advance. The sentinel, howago. Loss $2,000, with an insurance of Barry county, Caledonia, Kent county,
met the flames coming up that street, and
population of Lidia is beyond the capac- ever, was by
means satisfied, $1,200.
the combination made a terrific heat that
and Oak Hill, Oakland county, were disity of the land to support. Every pound and, after colling out again ^two or
could not be borne. Allied with the
While
edgaged
in
wiping
an
engine
continued.
and the names of the followof grain consumed m the famine tract of three times, he finally fired. Then
strong wind from the northwest,it did
at
Negaunee
recently,
James
Hicks,
ing were changed, viz. : Dansville, Sanilac
the South during the present scarcity the Russians, who were by that time very
not take long for the entire wharf to be
has been supplied by India itself ; and, near the doomed monitor, heard a noise aged 16, was struck by lightning and county, to Croswell,and South Wright,
iu a blaze. Half a dozen wood-boats
Hillsdale county, to Waldron.
while an enormous local failure of crops in the ship. There was a scuffling of filed.
were at the head of Market slip, and at
The Germania Fire Insurance Com.An investigationof the mounds in
over an area inhabited by 20,000,000 of feet, the rushing about of sailors, cries
the end of the wharves about the same
people has prevailed, Lidia has still and shouts, and the voice of an officer pany, of Elizabeth, N. J., has withdrawn Gratiot and Montcalm counties, by Prof.
number of schooners.
been able to add largely to her exports commanding them to prepare the guns from and will do no further business in Kedzie, showed skeletonswith tne folBefore the fire had assumed forffiidalowing peculiarities : The skulls are
of wheat to Europe.— iYeu; York World. for action. They heard the order given Michigan.
ble shape on North wharf the men on the
for the gun in the bow to be fired. They
During
the past week four Michigan neariy destitute of a forehead, there bevessels began to pour pails of water on
heard it given three times, and three colleges have held commencement exer- ing a gradual curve from the base of the
Serfdom In Russia.
the decks. The water was low just then,
times they heard the click of the ham- cises, viz.: Albion, Adrian, Kalamazoo, nose to the back of the head ; the larger
In 1861, after some years of cautic
and something like this was necessaryto
of the second bones of the leg is very
mer, showing that an attempt had been and Olivet.
extinguishthe sparks that were contin- preparation,Alexander H. proclam
much flattened at the upper extremity.
made to fire, and that the gun had reObid Pybus, of Leland, was drowned
ually showering down upon them. the emancipation of the serfs, and w
There were also found a very large numfused to go off. Finally, the third time
in the river at that place last week while
Those at the head of the slip were, in a one blow the fetters were strickenfr
the order was given, a globe of flame rafting logs, between two of which he ber of pieces of pottery of reddish color,
quarter of an hour, on fire in so many 40,000,000 of human beings. Of t
with divers marks on them, several
leaped over the side of the gunboat, and fell aud sank immediately.
places that it was impossible for each number, a little over 20,000,000were
pieces of bones very much decayed, a
a shell went whistling over their heads.
outbreak to receive attention before the tached to the estates of private prop]
A 14-year-old boy was struck in the distinct oast of a log box in which the
They were evidently seen by the Turks.
vessels had been well on fire. The tors, 1,467,000 were domestic servas
One of the boats, that of Shestakoff, now face and badly injured by the paw of bones were buried, mid all through the
flames passed above their masts, that and the remainder belonged to the st
one of Barnum’s lions, in Detroit, and mound pieces of charcoal, some of which
drew off, while that of Dubasoff continsoon offered a stepping-stone to the demesnes, which cover about one-h
came near losing his life,
were very much decayed.
ued to advance. Each boat was armed
shops on South wharf. Notone of these the area of Russia. The peasant se
A hotel and barn owned by Stephen
with two torpedoes,attached to the end
Patents were granted to Michigan inwest of Ward street was capable of with- were immediately invested with the ci
of a long spar that projected from the R. Cross, at Caro, Tuscola county, were ventors for the week ending June 27 as
standing the intense heat and sparks. rights before enjoyed by the free ru
bow. These spars were arranged to destroyed by fire last week. Loss, $13,- follows: A Rodgers, Muskegon, headAll being of wood, they went down as if classes, and the communes were allov
move on pivots, and could be swung 000 ; insurance, $6,000.
blocks for saw-mills;same, frictionfelled by a hurricane, the schooners in to retain the lands which they alrec
round so as to describe a half -circle.The
Isaac
Bumfus,
a
wealthy
farmer
of
wheels
for saw-mills ; T. Draney, Bay
front having been hauled to a place of occupied, paying for the use of th
torpedoes were so placed that they could Rawsonville, Wayne county, shot his City, devices for extracting mua from
safety. Many of the occupants of stores certain yearly dues, with the libe:
be detached from the spars at any mo- wife dangerously a few days ago, while steam engines; W. H. Merritt and T.
were off helping their unfortunatebroth- of purchasing them within thirty-n
ment, and, in addition to this, long, tight drunk. He was arrested.
A Eckenfelfl, Manistee, towel-rack ; J.
er merchants, and some arrived just in years. The domestic serfs were co
chains were attachedto them, by which
F. W. Fawcett, Cedar Springs, windowtime to save their books. Others were pelled to serve their masters for a te
Matt McDermott, the Midland man
they were to be tied on to any projection
blinds ; S. D. Bonner, Newaygo, cornerjust enabled to witness the destruction of two years after the emancipation,a
who was stabbed through the lung while
of the attacked ship, and they were constake; L. Mann, Ionia, apparatus for
of their stock.
were thereafter free, but had no share
in a drunken quarrel with his brother a
nected with the boat by a fine, flexible
carbureting
air ; A. Beausoleil,Alpena,
Some of the embers lodged in the the communal lands. The peasant sei
a few days since, is dead.
wire about 100 yards long. The officer
twine-holder;W. McKenzie, Detroit,
steeple of Trinity Church, Germain •omprising, as has been said, five-sixi
A fire destroyed the business block gas-stove ; A 8. Skinner, Hastings, luin oommand carried asm
electric batstreet, and, with nothing to save it — for of the whole population, are still g<
tery fastenedround his chest. A lively at Hartford a short time since. Twelve bricator j C. Johnston, Detroit, eyethe fire was so high as to be almost be- emed by the communes ; but how mi;
fusilade had now been opened upon the stores were burned, with most of their glasses.
yond reach— the flames were left to pur- longer these organizationsare death:
boat by the Turks, but, in spite of this, contents. Loss, about $16, 0(H); insurThe Supreme Court of Michigan, in
sue their own way.
to survive it is impossible to predict.
the launch of Dubasoff shot under the ance, $6,000.
the case of a contested local election,
As news spread that some wooden
The conditionof the serfs nas not r
bow of the monitor, the chain which was
Hon. A. 8. Gaylord, late Assistant has made a decision of general importhouses on Horsefield street, as well as teriolly improved since the emanci]
fastenedto the torpedo was flung round Attorney General, died at his residence ance. Two men, John W. Jochim and
others on Duke street,near the Victoria tion. It could not be expected tJ
a chain or rope that was hanging from in Saginaw City last week of Bright’s Cornelius Kennedy, of Ishpeming, were
Hotel, were on fire, thousands were their advancement would be rapid T1
the bow of the ship, the torpedo was disease of the kidneys. Deceased was respectively candidatesfor the office of
alarmed, as it was soon seen that this fire form a colossal body for the Governm
dropped from the spar, and the about 45 years old.
City Treasurer, at the municipal elecwas spreading south and east to Ger- to provide for and bring up to a po
current
of
the
river
carried
it
Mb. William Young, of the township tion last spring. Seven hundred votes
main, Charlotte,Duke and Horsefield where they will be able to make the
against
the
bottom
of
the
ahi{>.
of Gaines, Genesee county, suddenly were cast, of which Kennedy had 892,
streets. Not an engine was to be had, of their opportunities. A few of then
The launch then shot away again until dropped dead in his chair a few days John W. Jochim 380, and John Jochim
and everything was going down before two or three perhaps—in a commune c
the full length of the electricwire had since. Deceased was about 70 years of 18. The latter were counted out, and
the unrelenting fire. A building on read and write ; the remainder are illit
been reached. Hie officer applied it to age. and was one of the oldest pioneers Kennedy was declared elected. Jochim,
Charlotte street had hardly become a ate. They are no longer subject to 1
the battery round his chest, and at the
carrying the matter into court, claimed
prey to the flames when others on the rule of a private master, they have
in tne county.
same
instant
a
huge
volume
of
water
that the votes cast for John Jocnim must
pther side followed. In half an hour all more fear of the knout, or of banii
In Ishpeming, a week ago, a little
rose
up
into
the
cur, which half-filled
have
been intended for him, because
the Germain street side of the square was ment to Siberia, or of enrollment in 1
4-year-ola son of Henry Brown was lost
there was no other Jochim than himself
in ashes.
army at the caprice of a brutal own<
in the woods, and after a three days*
residing in the city. The court below
The buildingsat the southern comer but, on the other hand, they can
search was found dead. He had been
completely
ruled
that such evidence was not admisof Dock and Union streets and on the longer tum for help and protection t<
left in the woods, by his two brothers to
cries and filing of the Turks. In the
sible, and the_juit was carried to the
opposite comer caught almost simulta- proprietor who is responsiblefor th
find his way home as best he could.
meantime the oilier monitors became
Supreme Court. The Supreme Judges
neously. To say that the fire raged welfare and in a majority of cases she
Ex-Governor Bagley was a bonds- held that where there was no other Joalarmed,
and.
without
knowing
the
fiercely here would but too faintly de- himself humane in conduct toward the
cause, fired, at random, and a fearful man for the late defaultingTreasurer chim than the candidate,the votes cast
scribe the terrible manner in which it —Chicago Iribunc.
Scene of terror and confusion ensued. Thon, of Wayne county. The Governor for John Jochim should be counted for
kept on, unheedingstreams of water diThey not only fired on the Russian has notified tne County Auditors that he John W. Jochim ; and, therefore, Mr.
rected upon it. The engine was obliged
It is estimated that the school fund launches,that still kept dodging about will draw his check for the whole amount Kennedy must step down and out of the
to shift its position from this quarter, of the State of Texas will be $30,000,000
tike mosquitoes, but in their panic and now due, which is about $30,000.
City Treasurer’soffice to make room for
the heat being inoet terrific. There was when the school lands are all sold, 'and
confusion fired into each other. The
The annual reports of the Michigan Jochim. The decision is a most proper
danger, too, of the hose being burned, the annual income will be $2,800,000.
bullets rattled over the iron awnings of County Superiptendentsof the Poor, and sensible one.
;

1

f

no

m

%

trented then ever before, and that
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arc true, buf there has cviudenlly

Monday

been

a

great advance in the direction of tolera-

and the growing desire for immigrants
may be trusted to secure them good
were com-

evening last the Coninicnce* tion.

meht exereiseB of Hope College

menced in the Chapel, by

the Rhetorical

treatment. .J

'

On the whole, therefore,the prospect is

Exercises of the PreparatoryDepartment.

The capacious hall was crowded

many

decidedly encouraging. There were

tc suffo*

people

cation, handsomelydecorated with ever*

who had

sufficient confidencein

the stage sur- Hampton throe ihonlhs ago, but doubled
mounted with the mottoes, Fraternity, bis abilityto control the democratic party
Peace, Prosperity and Loyalty,and a pro- and bring it upon bis own liberal platform.
greens and flowers,

and

portionate display of "national bunting.” The event has happily proved that

be

is

After a prayer by Dr. Phelps, the exercises strong enough to enforce his policy, and,
after his decisive victories in the recent

opened with singing. The declamations,

dialogues, and debate were renderedwith session of the Legislature, there is little
varying success by the young students— reason tb fear any serious set back In the

a detailedcriticismof which we deem future. It is a great personal triumph, and
superfluous. The music was well and ap- deserves hearty recognition.— Sprbig/kM

,,

as well sung as we have heard on previous

\

•

Unabridged Dictionary,(containing

ly packed for any kind of singing, and the

.S,000

been said to be the
windows
"Poor .Van's School- Room." fill contains
illustrations,) has

remain open, the musquiloe played sad

to

-

all that Is necessary to a first-class elemen-

havoc with many a tollet.r

Grammar, History, ClasCommence- sics, Mathematics,Geography, Astronomy,
ment of Hope College took pla.ee on Wed- and in fact nothing is wanting to make
nesday evening, in the First Reformed it a perfect Encyclopedia of Information.
Church. The temporary 'stage erected A book that every family should have, as
around the pulpit was neatly decorated it contains illustrateddefinitions, thus apThe

tary education,—

exercisesof the General

with evergreens and flowers. The church pealing to the undentanding through that
was well filled with an interested audi- swift medium the eye. — Morgan Mercury.

commenced with
a prayer by Rev. Dosker, of Grand Rap
ids, next we were treated to a piece of
music by Miss Handy, of Allegan, on the
piano-forte,which occupied a prominent
place on the left of the stage. Then followed the Salutatory, in Latin, by Mr. M.
Kolyn, of Zeeland, and although we cannot understandLatin, we do not hesitate
to pronounce him the best orator of the
evening; next came Mr. J. W. Yisscher,
with an oration in .English,which was
ence,

and the

pertain IncUmrure of mortgage,dated 6h the • Ighth
(B) day of May. one thousand eight hundred and
seventy fonr (1874.) made and executedby John A.
Routt* and Glam Roost, of the city of Holland,
County of Ottawa, und State of - Michigan, parties
of the firstpart, ami UljsbrechtStein, of Allegan,
County of Allegan, and State of Michigan,pany
of fho second part, and recorded in the office of ihe
Register of Meeds, iu and for the County of Ot awa
and State of Michigan, on the eleventh fit) day of
May, A. 1). 1874, at two o'clock In the afternoon of
said day, in Libor “Y,” of mortgages, on page live
hundred und thirty flvo (383) . And whereas,there
is now claimed to bo doe aud unpaid at this date
on said second Instalment of said indenture of
raortsagethe sum ot one hundred and twenty-six
dollars and elghty-one cents, ($12».81)for principal
and interest; And whereas, the said indentureof
mortgafle contains a condition Hurt as often as any
proceedings la taken to foreclose the same by virtue of the power of sale therein containedthe sum
of twenty (80) dollarsshall be paid by the purtv of
the first part to the party of the second part as a
reasonable attorney's or solicitor’*fee, and all the
legal costs and charges ot snob foreclosure and sale
In case proceedings shall be taken to forecli»es
the
same, and no suit at law or chancoiy having been
Instituted to recover said debt or any part thereof,
how. thenfor, notice ie hereby piren, that by virtue
of the power of sale containedin said mortgage
and of the statute in such case made and provided,
the said mortgage will bo foreclosed by a sale ot
the mortgaged premises, or so much thereof as is
necessary to satisfythe amount due on said mort-

Of

And a

MARY

m

8TRIN,

One of Sherman’s soldierscut a paint- HOWARD &
ing from its frame in one of the Rhett
family mansions in South Carolina, and
Mortgage Sale.
sold it in Philadelphiafor ten dollars. pvEFAULT havingbeen made in the conditions

BOSMAN,

MERCHANT TAILOR.
FDREHIE

ALL KINDS D7 KEN'S

Hats & Caps

-

tho following d.su.tsu*. vf*S Son* Eyes, Liver

CHA8.

This remedy can bo procured from druggists, who
will

much

;

the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
beautiful piece of music and a rare display
known and described as follows, vie: The southare prepared to furnish parties or east quarter of the north-east quarterof section
of skill, of which Allegan ratty justly feel
any one person ice-cream at wholesale twenty three (23) in townshipfive (51 north of range
fifteen [15] west, excepting the Villageof New
proud. The closing oration was by Mr.
prices, as low as any other dealer, and we Groningen and the Tannery property so-called,
H. Van der Ploeg, i\ graduate of the The- will guarantee a better ice-cream.
conveyed by Albert Borgers and Albert Nijmeijer,
agents, to August Jansen, b* Deed, executedSepological Department, on the ^Esthetic EleG. J. A. PKSSlNK.
tember 14th, 1832, containing by computation
ment in Religion. Mr. Van der Ploeg
twenty-three acres of land more or less.
Parties wishing Ice Cream taken to
Giund IIavbn. Mich., June 19th, 1877.
struck a happy vein when he took up this
HENDRIK CANNING, and
Uieir residenceson the evening of the
ALtihltT DIDDERING,
subject; he acquitted hiraselt nobly in at- Fourth of July cun be accommodated by
Gko. \\ .
Mortgagees.
temptingto show the backwardness of most leaving their orders at my store.
Attorney fur
i<M :)w

We

L. T.

Ranters.

Farm

a liner, better,higher, and more ennobling

A

ease before an audi-

feel at

writ

-

Great Variety.

in
o

1870.

20,

SCHMIDT, AUG.

Of

P.

43-ly

—

o-

Inscriptions cut in

Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and GraniteChas. Schmidt t£ Bvo.f
77 CANAL STREET,

GRAND

RAPIDS, MICH.

prll

26,

1877.

BEKUWKES.

W. G. F.

Holland, Mich., April 20, 1877.
It Is a pleasure to Inform you, that my wife, who
has been confined to her sickbed for 22 years, has
so far recoveredher health and jitreugth that she
Is enabled to enjoy her out-doorwalks regularly
slier having been treated by Dr. Bosisio three
weeks. This Improvement Is steadily goirf^ on,
aud we have reason to hope for a further cure.

both the

English & Dutch languages.

14-tv

Holland, Mich.,

After many effort* in the course of tho last three
years, with several physlclkns, for the cure of weak
eyes, we called In tho servicesof Dr. Boslslo, who
cured my daughter’s eyes iu two weeks.

SCHMIDT.

kinds and sizes.

all

Heber Walsh. Holland. 2. M. W. Beecher,
Now Baltimore. 3. A. R. Foster. Otsego. 4. thus.
W. Johnson, Holly. 5. J. K. <fe 8, Mchlnloy,Niles.
6. J. F. Hofman, Hubbardsou. 7. E. S. Dunham,
Grandvlllj, Kent Co. 0. Arthur Veltch. May P O.,
Tuscola Co. 9. Kerkwood Bro^., Isphcming, L.
S. 10. Louis Meyet, No. 519 12th el., cor. Galena
Milwaukee,Wis.

BERGUUIS.

P.

This Is to certifythat after a treatment of four
weeks hr Dr. bosisio our six-year old daughter,
w ho lor nearly two yean ha* been lame aud deprived of the use of tier limbs, has so far recovered
that she can walk on crutches and I* steadily im-

proving.

,

G.

V

N SCHELVEN

Holland, Mich., prll 27, 1877.
Big Rapids,Sept. 26th, 1876.
Thfif Is to certifythat I have been blind for the
past seven years, also been troubled with drops v.
1 have tried ten of the best physicians In the State
but they did me no good. Under the treatment of
Dr. Bosisio, at the expiration of one week I walked
two miles alone. I nave m*cd ten bottles of his
peach branch medicine,aud am improving rapidly
every day.

Yours Repectfully,

MRS.

To the Red Ribbon

Men!

TEMPERANCE

Having opened a

RESTAURANT,
Next door to G. Van Putten’aStore, we would
respectfully call the attention of the Public to
the tacilities wo offer them In all kluds of refreshments and eatables, »uch as

Lemonade, Ice Cream, CanHerring,

dies, Cigars,

ELL

MARSIILL.

Fremont Center. Mich., March 22, 1877.
This is lo certify that I have been sufferingfrom
chills aud fever for 3 months; cured with one bottle of Dr. Bosieio's medicine.

CHS. ICKERSON.
have been suffering with fever and ague for 13
months; have rmoloyed numsrous physicians but
derived no benefit.Was cured with 8 bottles ol
Dr. Bosisio' s peach branch medicine.
I

Respectfully Ul IIACKERSON.
In behalf of Dr. Bosisio. I will sav that mv
daughter has been sick with fever nnd ague for six
months; hive tried a great many different medicines bnt with the same result.— Procuredsome of
Dr. Boslslo's medicine,and after taking bottles
of

It

she was entirely cured.

MRS. II RRINGTON.

Hot

Coffee
---

AND

and Tea

-

MEALS AT ALL HOURS.

have been troubled with the ague for 11 months;
nave tried every kind ot medicinethat I could get;
,>u t could not get anythingto help me. Hearing
of Dr. Bosisio I sent to him for some medkinc,
« ud after taking one bottle I am entirely cured.
I

Yours Respectfully,

MRS. SOPHIA IURNIER.
Holland, Mich., May

CKCHINNK NTINE.

1st, 1877.
538

MORTGAGE SALE.

Jewett St., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Hud catarrh five years and fever and ague three

months. Employed numerous physicians, but ro
pvEFAULT having beenwnnde tr. the conditions ceived no benefit. Dr. Bosisit cured my ague in
IJ of payment (of the third Instalment) of a 24 hours, and my catarrh in three weeks’, with
certain Indenture of mortgage,daiodon the eighth
(8th) day of May, A. D. 1874, made and executed
by John A. Roost, and Clara Roost, of the City of
Holland, County of Ottawa, State of Michigan,of
the first part. GMJabrecht Stein, of Allegan, of the
County of Allegan, and State of Michigan, of the
second nart. and recorded In tho office of the RegIster of Deeds in and lor the County of Ottawa and
Stateof Michigan, on the eleventh (11th) day of
May. A. D. 1874. at two o’clock In the afternoonof
said day in Liber ‘*V” of mortgages’ on page five
hundred and thirty-five(585) which third instalment of said Indenture of mortgage was on tie
fifth (5) day of March, A. 1>. 18775. duly assigned bv
said Gijsbrecht Stein to I. O. Hoffman,of Allegan,
Michigan, said assignment was recorded In the
office of the Register of Deeds In and for

peach branch medicine.

MISS NNIE BAUTHER.
have been sick and sufferingwith a sore throat
for the post five years. I have trjed numerous
p
physicians, hut could find no relief until I employed
fj
Dr.
Bofieio. and after taking' tour bottles of his
p each branch medicine,since three weeks under
hIs care, I feel as well as ever I did.
I

Yotir true friond,

feU9 N B ILEY.

for Sale.

I,

of choice cigars just reI will sell eighty acres of splendid clay bred and ninety eight, (298). And whereas,
MRS. M KY J. SHOOTER.
ceived, some of which are new brands and soil, six miles from this city. Near church there Uajow chimed to be due, nnd unpaid at this
It
is
w
itli
pleasure
that I make this statementir.
date,
on
Paid
third
installment
of
said
indenture
of
very good. Call at
und school house, at a bargain, 30 acres Mortgage, the sum of one hundred and seventeen regard to a serious Illnessfrom which I have just
G. J. A. PESSIXK.
of this land is ^partiallyimproved. Also and 42-100 dollars,($117 42-100,) for principal aud recovered.— Some six weeks ago I was to be con
40 acres of unimproved land in the Town- interest. And, whereas, the said indenture of fined, and engaged one of the first physiciansof
Mortgage contains a condition that bs often n» any Fremont to attend me ; my case being an uncomL. T. Ranters is agfcnt for a large house ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
proceeding is taken to foreclose the same by virtue mon difficidt one, I got no encouragement from
and offers fire works at wholesaleand re. M. D. HOWARD. of the power of sale therein contained, the sum him.— 1 then calleda second one, who with nearly
tail. The surroundingvillages, who
of twenty (20) dollars shn'.l be paid by the party of the same result, discouraged me to such an extent
the first part to the party of the second part as a that I was driven into fits. At last I culled Dr.
calculate to celebrate, can buy of him ns
reasonable attorney's or solicitor'sfee, and all the Bosisio. who relieved me of the child and all pain
cheap at wholesaleos at Grand Rapids, or
legal costs and charges of such foreclosure and and danger; to him I owe my slncejo thanks.
anywhere else.— Ice-cream at wholesale
sale In case proceedingsshall be taken to forclose
NGELINE TBOYLEY.

kind of music in their public worship.
He seemed to

new

by

Price, $3

recovering from a st^Tbus Illness wish to make
a few remarks In behalf of Dr. Bosisio, who lias
been my faithfnl physician nfitll I am entirely out
of danger. I was attended by two of the lending
physiciansIn Fremont, who held a consultation,
with tho decision that I could not survive more
the County of Ottawa nnd State of Michigan, than one hour from the time of. Uieir mteting^on the third f8dl day of May, A. ])., 1877, atone Dr. Boslslo brought mo entirelyout of danger in(1) o'clock In the afternoon of said day, in side of 24 hours, aud in three days was on my feet
Liber *,,, of Mortgages, on page two hnn- again.— To tho Dr. I am indeed -v ery grateful.

McBniDK,
Mortgagee*.

of the Protestant1 Churches iu the use of

D.

per dost., $3 per half dot. Not less than a half dox.

we

ink.

eider If they have It not on hand; or

Ing to the Doctor it will he sent C, O.

1.

Iiimts ail Mislics

much

RANTERS.

Com-

plaint,Diseases of the Lungs, Dyspepsia, Dropsy,

For Sale at the Following

Give us a call and see our
Goods.
J. w. BOSMAN.

«

TOO

from the brunchesof the in'nch tree, and will cure

Druggists in Michigan:

BEST

we
we

A new medicine discoveredby Dr. Alexander

DODDS,

among

No Old Cake on Our Plate.

-

sold to any one.

LJ

of a certain mortgage dated the 4th day of
October, A. D. i860, made and executed by Albert
it was over two ccntures old, and was Bergers and Janna Borgers, of Holland, in the
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, parties
valued high
the thousands.It cf the drst part, and Hendrik Canning and Albert
Ridderiug, of Zeeland, Ottawa County, Michigan,
has just been discovered In Cincinnati, parties of the second part, recordedin the office
and probably the rightful owner will get of the Register of Deeds In and lor the Count v of Ot*
tawaaud Stateof Michigan,on the 6th day of Jnnuit back.
sry, A. D. 1870, at 8 o’clock in the forenoonof said
day in Libor "T” of Mortgages,on page 84. And
whereas, there is claimed to be due and unpaid at
this date the sum of three hundred ana sixty
well done, with the exceptionof the gesand M-lOuths dollars for principal and interest;
and whereas, the said mortgage contains a conditiculations. The next on the programme
tion that when any proceedingsshall be taken to
was music, and Miss Handy reaped some
foreclose said mortgage by virtue of the power of
sale In said mortgage contained, the sum of ten
more well deserved applause, for she disdollars as an attorneyor solicitor’sfee shall be
paid by the party of the first part to the party of
played a masterly sway over the entire
Whereas we keep no Baker}’ we are un the second part, and all the legal costs and charges
keyboard. The next oration was in Dutch, able to supply our customers with stale of such foreclosure and sale in case proceedings
aud fairly deliveredby Mr. J. C. Groene- cake, which other partiesiq this city offer shall bo taken to foreclose the same, and. no suit
at Law or in Chancery having been instituted to
veld, a student from the Netherlands. Then to “throw in with a dish of Ice Cream," recover said debt or any part tneroof. Xoro Therebut we do claim that we can supply them fore, noHce is hereby given Hint by vtrtne of the
we got the valedictory, by Mr. L. Hekwith the
Ice Cream, as the public power of salo containedin said mortgage,and of
the statute in such case made and provided, the
liuis, which was well composed, but
do every day proclaim by their patronage. said mortgage will he foreclosed,by a sale f the
dare not boast of its dellvejy. Next
As to the pleasantness and elegance of our mortgaged premises,or so much thereof ns is
necessary to satisfy the amount due upon said
were refreshedby some more music, to Ice Cream Parlors, we will let the public mortgage,for principal and interest,said attorney
judge about them, as we do not desire to foe, and the costs and expensesof foreclosure and
enable us to go through auother oration,
make ourselves riduculou* by praising our sale allowed by law, at public antion or vendue to
(master's)by Mr. J. G. Millspaugh,M. D., establishment
the highest bidder, on the 18th DAT OF 6SPTEEBXS,
much— but this
A. D. 1877, at 1 o’clocK In the afternoon of said
guarantee, that those that call on us,
from Battle Creek. Mich., his subject being
day, at Hie front door of the County Court House,
will call agaiu.
In the City of Grand Haven. In said County of Ota scientific one, was not a very good extawa and State of Michigan,that being the place
L-T.
cuse for such an extremelyquid demeanor
for holding the Circuit Court lor said County. The
P. S.— Remember this notice, for we do said mortgaged premises to be sold are described
throughout its delivery. Miss Handy was
nbt intend to speud too
money . in In said mortgage as follows, to wit: All of that
certain piece or parcel of land being situated in
again invited to the piano aud gave us a printers’
;j

(,_

Sick Headache, Hear burn, Catarrh, Fevers,etc.

Dated, Holland, Mich., June 9th, A. D. 1877.
Executrix qf th' Lott
and Testament
of GUebrecht Stein,d- ceased.
McBnlDE, Atty'e for Executrix.

--

Bosisfo.July 1st. 187H. This remedy Is an extract

of

offered very cheap at

J. W.

(10)

exercises

Neither he nor the purchaserknew that

GOODS,

fine lot

CLOTHING

BOYS’
Is

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

’ ,l

SUMMER

Holland, May
tlon or vendue to the highest Bidder on the tenth
day of September A. D. 1877, at twelve o’clock
at noon of said day, at the front door of the
Countv Court House, in the City of Grand Haven,
in said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
that being the place for holding the Circuit Court
for said County, Said mortgaged premises to bo
sold are described In said mortgage an follows, to
wits All that certain piece or parcel of land, situate In the City of Holland, In the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and describeaas follows, to wit: Lot numbered five and the west
fourth part of lot numbered four In Block fifty
eight (M) in the village (now city) of Ho.land, in
the County of Ottawa aud State of Michigan,accordingto the recorded map of the same.

Arrival

kinds of

all

Column.

Hr. Bosisio's

A New

Poor Man’s School-Room.-*-Webster’s

occasions; however, the hall was to dense-

weather necessitating the

-

r
'

UeimbUom.

propriately chosen to the words, but not

warm

MORTGAGE SALE.

kind-

sional storieswe, bear of social proscription

COMMENOBMENT WEEK.
O.v

a

Iwiisg prevails than at any previous TVE FAULT havln- l„vn rnudo in ihn'c.n.iitinii*
time since the war. Doubtless the occa- I J of payment (of the second Inbiallmnnt) of a

ence, although his voice is hardly strong

stock

'

enough

a congregationns he

for so large

was addressing. The same lack of

life on

42-tf

the stage during thp orations, especially
backwardness

iu gesticulating,was visible

throughout iu greater or
assertion we wished
still retain

less degree,

we

which

might omit and

cheap, and warranted to keep one day.

the consciousnessof having

published the truth. We say

it, in

the same, and no suit at law or chancery having
been instituted to recover said debt or any part
thereof.Xnw, therefore,notice is hereby given, that
by virtue of tho power of sale containedin said
mortgage and of the statute in such case made nnd
provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosedby a
sale of the mortgaged premises, or so much thereof as is necessary to satisfy the amount due on
said mortgage for principal and Interestof said installment, said attorney's fep, nnd the legal costs
and expenses of foreclosure and sale allowed by

a friend-

Candies, Oranves, Lemons, Nuts, Shadly spirit, however, and attach no blame for incs, Sardines, Salmon, Lobsters, Cove
this tb the pupil. Dr. Phelps then an- Oysters and all delicacies,we have a new
stock just received.

nounced the certificatesand degrees, accompanied by appropriateremarks, after
which the Doxology was sung by the congregation,and the evening’s exccrsises

G. J. A.

3033 SKQ2AYIHQ3;1843 PA3I3 QUA2T3.

at public miction or vendne, to the highest bidthe Tenth
day of September, A. 7). 1877. at
one o clock in the af lei noon ot said day. at the front
door of the County Court House, in tho ClU' of
TX^OOELRY, D. P. Phv*lclnn. Office nt re»tGrand Haven. In said County of Ottawa, nnd State
>
tience,cor. Ttb nnd Market St’a. All calls
.
of Michigan,that being the place for holding the
promptlyattendedto. day or uljrht.
fJp“Now containstwenh-flvo per cent, more Oircuit Oourt for said County; Said mortgaged
matter than any other one volume English Diction- premisesto be sold are described In said mortgage
as follows, to wit: All that certainpiece or parlots
Sale. ary published Iu this countryor Groat Britain.
cel of land, situate in the City of Holland, iu tre
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, and deQ ITL’ATEDon the comer of Maple and Eleventh
The sale Is 23 times as groat as the sale of any scribed as follows, to wit; Lot numbered five (5)
street. A flood cellar under the house. The other large Dictionary.
nnd the west fourth part of lot numbered fonr (4) In
lota contain all kinds of fruit trees, in bearinp,
More than 33.000 coplea have boon placed In the Block fifty clg'it (58) in the village,(now city) of
such as Apples. Pears, Pearhcs, Plumbs, Crab public schools o! the United States.
Holland, In theConnty of Ottawa, and State of
Apples, Cherrlea,Grapes. Rraspbcrrlcs,StrawReccommendcdby 28 State Superintendentsof Michigan, according to the* recorded map of the
berries. Gooseberries,
and all kinds of flowers, Schools.
Paine.
Good high fence* are around the promises.The
er Warmly roccorameudodhr Bancroft. Pres
Dated, Holland, Michigan,JnncBth, A. D. 1877.
whole can be bought cheap for cash, or part cash,
cott. Motley, Geo. P. Marsh. Ilolleck, Whittier,
and the remainderon time. Title clear, ihqnlre of
ISRAEL O. HOFFMAN, Assignee.

jflku!

were closed with the Benediction by Rev.

Win.

E. Church. We
Hope College a merry

vacation, and the graduatesa glorious start
iu

House and two

life.

now nearly three months since the

democrats,came into full control in the
Palmetto State, and enough has occurred
to

indicatewhat

may be

For

expected from

F.

Holland. June

.rule. On the ^vhoie, the record has
been a very encouraging one. There have

23,

HUMMEL.

1877.

20-2w

pected, taking

Ou

the other

Administrator's Sale.
TN

of ratbei- arbitrary abuse of

power, but hardly more than was

human nature as it averages.
hand) their have been victo-

bonism and sharp practice which are most

The

election of

a republican

as chief-justice was a quite remarkable
proof of Hampton’s strength with his party,

and the defeat of the repudiationlsts
ap-

Minnesota. The
Legislature on the

of dishonesty in

threatened raid by the

school system was not made, a proposition
Island by forbidding intermarriage

Howard & McBbidi,

HOLLAND, MICH.,

“Indispensableto every stndent of the English
Unguage.”-Jf. if. Waite, Chitf Juttice United

Docs a general Banking, Exchange, and Collection hnaincpp. Collections made on all points
in the UnltedStalPPandEnrone.
Particular atten
tlon paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers
Remittances made ou day of payment. All bustnsaa entrustedto mo shall have prompt atten
lion Interest allowed on time deposits, snhjecl

The Highest Authority in Great Britain as well as

’/

in thsUnitsd States.

"Tho b4!t practicallagliak Dictionarywtant.”London Quarterly Bedew, Oof.T873.

ALSO

to check at eight. Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Ticketsto and from all point* in Europe

tf

Wsto'i Hitioul Ficloml Dietary,

sold at
105

000 Engravings;1040 Pages Octavo.
Futllihid by Q. * 0.

MltBIAM,

«nd no»o

of Ihose

meaBure. of prorcription

!

mg

N.

KENYON.

TUB

“
"
“
”

Common

School

School
Academic

“
“
“
“

274
297
841

**

House

City Hotel,

MISS

LICE ROWE.

peach branch 'medicine.

,

'

H

NS IINSE N.

fouryears. Have
tried the best doctors In the State and could find no
relief. Procured the services of Dr. Bosisio, und
in throe weeks felt perfectly wall. My wife was
sick five years with lung disease and consumption;
the tried numerous physicians, hnt found no relief.
Was cured iu five weeks by Ur. Bosisio.

Had lung disease and dropsy

for

Yours respectfully,

JOHN BALDWIN.
Baldwin, Mich.. July 15lh, 1876.
I have been troubled with catarrh In its worst
forms fbr about six years. I have tried different
physicians nnd patent' medicines, but derived no
benefit. After taking five bottlesof Dr. Bosisio’j
peach branch medlciae, I am happy to say I am as

"'0l1

HIKE O'BRIEN.

Had a runningsore for three years; cured In nine
days by using Dr. Bosisio'* peach branch medicine.

OLSON.

L.

Had sore eves 12 years : employed a great many
physicians, but received no benefit. Dr. Bosisio
cured me iu one month.

JENNIE SNI KR.
Bio Rapjds, Sept. 28, 1876.
This Is to certify that I have been sick for the
past five years, having tried twelve of the best doctors in tho State, but they could do nothing for me.
I commenced nnder the treatment of Dr. Bosisio,
an Italian physician,last week, and In twelve
hours got up and left my bed. Respectfhlly,

H.HHN.

I have been troubled with sore eyes and dyspep•la for the past five years. Have tried several
doctors but have found no relief. I procured
Dr. Bosisio and after taking one bottle of his
peach branch medicine 1 feel perfectlywell.

WILLI
E.

1876.

Sick with consnmplinn for ten years. Cured in
two weeks by using 10 bottle* of Dr. Bosisio’*

MRS.

IFHOH, ILAXSXAN, TATL0I k CO., V. T.
Webster’*PrimarySchool Dictionary. 904 Ingrav’a

M

8TOWE.

•

KILLEAN, Proprietor.

* P"1 ot the North-eastquarter of the

“>'•

ISAAC mabsilje.

their living, that the negroes are better [ Dsted: June2nd, A.

D

X

Jt

-

Grad Sites, Kiel
East 46 feet of Lot 8 In Block 3(1. Situated 1 Wuliiiigtoi Sir., between J. O. Doeshnrg'sDrug Mure, and P.
A. Stcketee's General Store, on Eighth street.
H. DOEsBURO.
ollaxd, April 7, is::.
8-tr
FivM'Class Accommodations,

rPHK

*

,

28,

Fine Building Site For Sale.

,

.

.

by

High
“
thence running Soutl
1
•*
. thence
. Coontlng
withunmerous
°,nhvr
1(9)
........
rods,
fifteen and three-quartan (ISM) links; thence West illnatrallonaand many valuabletables not to be
twenty <20) rods and tin and one-half (10#) ItoKs; found elsewhere.
thence North twenty (20) roda and twenty-four (24)
»;*«• K»*t fourteen (14) rods and ton and

which weweretoldwould surely be passed
P«l forward. All nccm.o,3 .greo
«h». h-rth rne* hare ret.lrddown to enrn-

office.

Sprlngflill,Kail.

-»

of the races was overwhelmingly
defeated
- -W-* ------

my

Webster’s Abridgments.
FnbMed

Att'ysfor Assignee.

Nathan Kenyon, Banker

scholars.

r/

to put Sonth Garolina on the same plane as

Rhode

Willis, Saxe, KUhu Burrltt,Daniel Webster,
Rufus Choate. H. Coleridge. Smart, Horace Mann.
PresidentsWoolsey, Wayland. Hopkins* Nott,
Walker, Anderson,[more than fifty College Presidents In all,](uud the best American and European

six

pears the more notable sineb the recent
triumph

the matter of the estate of Frederick Van
Den Heldt, deceased. Notice Is herebr given
that I shall sell at public auction, to the highest
bidder, on Wtdtutdav Ou eighteenthdog of July.
A. 1). 1877. at two o'clock In the afternoon, on the
premlsea herein described In the Township of Hoiland. In the County of Ottawa, In the State of
Michlflan,pursaant to license and anthorlty
aranted to me on the twenty-eighth day of May. A.
£• W7. by the ProbateCourt of Ottawa County,
Michigan, all of the estate, right, title and Interest of the said deceased, of, in and v> the real estat* situated and being In the County of Ottawa,
In the State of Michigan,known and dcscilbed os
follows,to wit; All that certain piece or parcel of
land particularlydescribed as follows; commenc•W “ * Point two (2) rods south, and
rods
west of the North-east comer of the North-east

X

to be ex-

ries for liberalismand honesty over hour-

significant.

m

denm

A NATIONAL STANDARD.

their

been instances

law,'

Four Pages Colored Plates.
A whole library in itself.
Invaluable in a Family

O

HAMPTON AND SOUTH CAROLINA.
It is

IMmtiscmrntsi.

t

Coplin, of the M.

wish the students of

PESSINK.

Webber, Lake Co., Mich., July

had been sufferingfiom catarrh for four years.
I have been treated by four different physicians
during the time but derived no permanent benefit.
After being under the care of Dr. Bosisio five days,
and having taken five bottlesof his peach branch
mediclnn,1 am feeling perfectlycured, mid grateiuliy rccotpmend him to all persons suffering w ith
catarrh.
I

^

i

|

i

CONSULTATION FREE,
No. 2D, Ninth Street,

Residence of A. Westveer.

a trip to Nebraska.-*-*

Before you

SiRAWBEimiRs have passed away.

•

drived home from KnlnTff«*W.’"w'*l>M

‘

decide whose Ice

Cream

—

The

If you don’t believe that Ice Cream con

—

some more fresh horses.

Giand Haven tug

in the

the best— taste of L. T. Kanters.’

—

-

i?

fire,

war news, Washington and

State

-

cated— that of being

news will be found on the inside.

The

being but

was the

tawa

with

a

-

County. v—

•

—

_

rides and excursionsare iu fashion

The

Wm. Verbkek, P. M„,

—

—

—

,

now.

year.

for one

A resolution was adopted at the last

eth like

good.

Van den

each pay a liceuse to the city of $1,00;
also,

Beldt Bros have finished burn-

stomach-ache,and its ways are the ways

each refreshment stand shall pay a
of cholera

morbus.—

--

--- ---

The

a fine lot of red brick on band,

Sentinel.

Cincinnati Enquirer learns that

Mr. M. Harringtonhad the rare luck to
Stanley Matthews advised Hayes that John
and are preparedto meet the wants of the shoot a blue falcon, on Thursday last, on
Sherman is not the man for the head of
people in their line.
his farm. The falcon Is a rare bird, but
the Treasury Department.The temperaWe notice from the Grand Haven Herald a terrible destroyer of chickens. This ture at Washington will be two or three
one measures 8 feet and 0 inches across
that Mr. C. ILJOubois has aold his office
hundred iu the sha,de before many weeks.
the wings and 1b a beautifulspecimen.
to Mr. W. S. Bonham, .of Newton, Iowa.
The late Queen of the Netherlands was
We extend a fraternal welcome to M. BenOur fruit-growerswill gradually be comin the habit of spending many months of
ham,

to

Ottawa County.

pellcd to fight the curculio, iu order to insure a good peach crop, quite a percentage

Oh. D. F. WooLEy, whose card will be
found

in our

cently located in this

making

this

city,

his permanent

at-

to the

are in close proximity

trees.

A youth refused to take a pill. His
preservedpour and gave it to him.

"Tom, have you

pear?” He replied: "Yes,

most

entirely recovered,a few

days

al-

ago,

has had a relapse, which required the constant attention of doctors and friends. It
is

rumored that he

will

now

and

it Is

hoped that a rigid

for treatment,

mother; all but the seed.”

be taken East

treatment will ultimately cure him of his

We

were shown a fine job of painting temporary dernngment.

and graining by Mr.

J.

Hummel, at

huis. Mr. Grootenhuls expressesa great
coming a favorite in his

and

.

is fust be-

line of business.

A new feature iu our trade Is the
that Messip. P.

&

fact

which

a picnic,

was largely attended. They went by boat

butter to California. One of their old

Muskegon customers, whom they have

him

to

from here. Besides being some-

thing new,

it

certainly speaks well for the

harbor of Black Lake, and rambled reputation of the largest business house

around

to their heart’s content.

(Friday) the M. E.

Yesterday

Church had

boatridc aud picnic.

in

of which

I

can die happily,
as well

is advertising excursions

on

WANTED

place she

that, after her first visit,

Torquay

she

I have

for

as Jerusalem.”

it

a pretty

Flipper

Holland, >Iich.,November 5,

at West Point, but

forward to receive his diploma on Thurs-

day.

by

the

way

has almost the

in

the

class of

‘

-

---

had tumbled

to pull

it

in, so he

lowered

a

bucket

Springfield Republican, in closing

editorial review

of the

temperance

question,says: "The clubs of reformed

ple

who never got

so far as to need the re-

straintof personal vows.”

show

road, on Tuesday last, to see the big

The Common Council held a session on
Thursday evening last, aud practiseda
Barnum was at the time on the Ocean,
little more economy by introducingthree
the show traveling under his name made a
ordinances: An ordinance to repeal ordigood appearance— to see the menagerie
at Grand Rapids. Although Mr. P. T.

he pulled so hard that ho broke it and fell

backward. When

he

shock, he saw that the
in the sky.

came

to, after the

moon

was

&

flats

U)

long looked for

young folks. The
vacation has come. Our
for the

public school closed last night, with an entertainment at the College Chapel, a report

of which we cannot give, as we have

to

This

ami remains the popuEating House of Grand

is

lar

Rapids.

Groceries,

Spring Chickens on Hand.

Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

all right

“God be praised and thanked!”

quoth he; "I’ve hurt myself but at all
events the moon is put back in her place.”
elderly Christian of San Antonio had

been listeningfor some time to a discussion between a

few muscular young

gen-

tlemen as to the comparative merits of

.

Etc., Etc.

you want a square meal go
and try them.

If

down.

I’d be

The Goods are

amend ordinance No.

PRICES ARE LOW.
A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon, u • -

etc.,

public examinations the transactions of that night of the

go to press. The
were very well received, and our public sion

of the

Common

.

;

Holland, Aug.

G.

SEE.

VAN PUTTEN.

1876.

2,

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY
Meals got up

order any time,

-

and satisfaction guaranteed.

GIVE THEM A TRIAL.

ANNIS & BROEK,

Drs.

to

'

l-2fl

No. 86, Eighth Street.

LATEST

WAR NEWS.

DEALERS IN

Over the Danube.

and Fancy Articles.

The Russians have Success-

PrepcripMon*csretally prepared atallhonr* of
the day and night. Our itoek la all flrst-clisa, and
we offer it to the public cheap for caab. {

fully crossed

the Danube.

DEALER IN

0pp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.

Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,

liquor bonds were referred to the City Atto examine if the State hat not made
an error in prescribinga form of a bond.
These constitute the iraportaut points of

v

mr CALLAND

Herald.

which was uot acted upon. The

torney,

.

Breakfast 25 ets. Dinner 25
ets. Supper 25 ets.

up even that Deacon Dan’l
Brown, unrestrainedby grace, can lick
any man iu Texas to-day.”— [‘Sa/i Antonio

which passed

51,

first-class

willin’ to put

also; and an ordinancerelativeto salaries,

Glorious day

GRAND RAPIDS.

Caps,

nance No. 81, which passed; an ordinance

alone was fully worth the price of admission.

Comer Mimroe an d Ionia lueir,

Drv Goods,

out. The rope gettingeulangled,

revival had lamed the boys

here and from the villages along the rail-

-O

Having succeededthe late Ann of G. Van Patten
One night the Hodja Nusr-ed Din, see- & Co., at the antnc Hand and in the name bnalnos?
wish** to advertise through the columns of the
ing the moon reflectedin a well, thought NEwahiaetockof
-

Black Lake and Lake Michigan for the drinkers, who have taken the only practicertain amateur bruisers of the period. At
Fourth of July. This will be a rare treat cable patlf out of their dissipations by
length the elderly Christian became impato a great many, and will undoubtedly be A
vowing .total abstinence,are all well
tient and broke out disdainfully: "You
nice relief for the threateneddullness of enough as unions of rescued men, but
youngsters don’t knovy anything about
the day. We hope they will be liberally they do not carry the social and political
fighliu’and fighters.You’d orto been in
patronized. A social hop will be given on weight for the enforcement of law which
these parts thirty year ago, before the big
the evening of that day at Kenyon’s Hall. would accrue from an association of peoQuite a number of people went from

-

MORTON HOUSE BLOCK,

Van Fatten.

(..

76 and

young Butler 54th.

--

1875.

NEW FIRM! CROSBY’S

saute record as Gen. Butler’s pod, the for-

mer standing 50th

I 10 (U

Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.

he got
a little compensation in a round of applause from the spectators when he stepped

An

The

•

invite the Public to

this city.

a similar

an
Gee’s Band

"Now

hard time of

it

Last week Friday the Third Reformed having moved to California,has butter Rent

to the

seen

A. Steketee are shipping

supplied with butter for the last five years,

Church Sabbath School had

said:

-

his

residence, executed by Mr. John Grootcn-

deal of taste in fine work,

was so fond

Colored Cadet Flipper has had
Mr. E. P. Ferry, who was reported as

We

MICH

•HOLLAND,

come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.

^

It is a sorrowful task to announce that

crafty mother thereupon secretlyplaced the

eaten the

which
plum

those trees

tend to their medical wants.

Presently she asked:

stung by the curculio— especially from

all

home. The

public will find him always ready to

pill in a

the South of England,

re-

and designs

RIVER STREET,

the later years of her life at Torquay, in

of the peaches are dropping from the trees,

advertisingcolumns, has

KOFFERS,

&

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,
Clothing,
Grocenes,
Crockery,
Flour & Feed,
Stoneware,
Provisions, etc

is full of

it

go

Dry Goods,
Furnishing Goods,

and sting-

license of $1,00 on the Fouth of July.

ing their first kiln of brick this season, and

now have

a bumble bee. Yea,

trade,

DEALERS IN

cucumber when It is
wilted: when the grocery man showeth.it
It biteth like a serpent

see a well assorted stock

DUURSEMA

not upon the

to put their sickle in immediately after session of the Common Council that every
aright.
the Fourth of July. The yield promises hotel, restaurant aud soda fountaiu shall
to be

^

to

of Goods, for the Fall and Winter
and call at the store of

—

—

Coleinuu iron furnaces,at Corn-

Look

Farmers expect

If you wish

Hubbarth.

Quite a number of students of Hope

wheat on the sandy soils arouud

the city is ripening fast.

GOODS,

size of it.

box of the finest strawberries we have seen College had an excursionon the steamer wall, Lebanon county, Pa., have received
this season, by Rev. Bronson, for which Fanny Sliriver, on Saturday last, to the an order for [$,000 tons of pig iron. This
will keep the six furnaces steadily in blast
he will please accept our thanks.
mouth of Black Lake and return. Boat-

Ouu

STRAW

HATS, CAPS and

—

an item for the future historian of Ot-

as

loaded.
were presented

'

best assorted Stock of

last piece of

orchards, comparatively,that are well

Last week we

.

And

:<

List of letters remaining in the Post OfMr. Geo. 8. Harrington took up the
Governmentland on Friday fice at Holland, Michigan, June 27, 1877:
few last, in Ottawa County. Mark this down Louis Hanonioy Holn, N. D. Ward, F. 31.

apple crop in this vicinity will he

far short of last year, there

—

drug clerk.

a city

STREET.

L-A.RC3-EST

be carried jn paper hags— go to Pessiuk’s again been laid up at Grand Haven. This
Mr. C. A. Vaughan, of the firm of Mar- aud try it.
throws Capt. Pardee out of a job.
—
— -«•»> —
der, Lose & Co., Chicago, was in town
Tine first shipment of Imnber from Port
Mu.
Henry
Westveer
Is home on a vUit
this week.
from Chicago,looking quite well, consid- Royal, South Carolina, to Holland,NethA detailed account of the St. Johns ering the arduous labore he has Just va- erlands, was made recently; 450,000 feot
..

R E,

Next dqor to Sears' Bakerv. Has the

J. G. Campbell.

Gen. H. E. Paine has

propeller

TO

S

NO- C2

Capt. Gorman encceedaCapt.Gallagher

is

Mu. H. Boone has started on a western
trip after

STAR HAT
MONROE

Misses Katie and Maggie Plugger have

Mu. J. Lesman, has returned home from

lotting

Boots and Shoes
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

:

their

We Invite our friends and the public generally to
Ol the neatest styles and beat qualitieswhich I
give us a ahuro of
D
effer cheaperthan anybody else.

^

ses-

SYNOPSIS or LATEST DISPATCHES.

Council.

W. &

ELFERDINK’S

H.

school is generallyregarded as in a pros

The Masonic picnic on

perous condition.

(St. John’s Day)

Saturday

was a decided

last,

success,

The

long expected crossing

Masons Danube by

of

A very systematic attempt was made on about 95 persons, consisting of the
Wednesday last to "Hfl the till” in 3Ir. D. and their families, and about 25 invited occurred early on Wednesday morning at
de Vries’ grocery store, on River street. guests, participating in a very pleasant or near Sistova, about midway between
Just about noon, while the proprietor was boat ride to the mouth, aud back, of Black Rustuck and Nicopolis,the Grand Duke
to dinner, a boy was left alone to take care Lake, partook of a good square meal, and
of the store, two strangers stepped up and

one of them engaged the young

man

in

conversationat the front door, while the
second one sneaked around the store and
entered the

back

door, and with cat-like

stillnesskrept up to the drawer to

it. Just

at that

moment, however,

C. Kleyn came around the corner in

empty
3!r. J.
a

groat

hurry to get something out of the store,

come
from behind the counter ou his hand and
feet in a very dexterousmanner, and when
he emerged from behind the counter he
complained of having hurt his knee. This
and while entering saw

came home and wound up
op

at

with a very fine

the City Hotel, Mrs. J. Meyers do-

ming her capaciousdining

room

for the

immediate charge of the movement.
Nicopoliswas bombarded and set on fire,
a large force

would-be thief) to withdraw his

teution.

22

RIVER STREET,

Holland. - - - Michigan
.1

The above firm make

a

enough

to

compete with any house in the

city.

84-ly

a few hoars, and the resistanceor acquies-

rns discontinuingof the Theological cence
mrtment connected with Hope College yond
)t

well received by the farming com-

‘

BOOTS a SHOES

men more or

K.

VAN RAALTE.

• ,

.

No. 70, Eighth St.
This Meat Market la In Blnlter’aStore, two doors
East of L. T. Kantera'Book Store. We keep on
baud a choice assortment of fresh meats, and alto
keep

Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,
and every thing else belonging to

that line of
bnslneas. Full weights and good quality ia our

less. There will probably be two or three

ilty. Nearly all of these have been hundred thousand Russians in Bulgaria
iced to sign their endowment notes within a day or two. The next matter of

D R

Meat Market.

of the Turks can have no effect bethe slaughter of a few

Specialty.

rpeclalty of custom work.

was preparingfor cross* Guarantee satisfaction.Their prlcea are low

also their “Ebenezer-fund”notes, with interest will be the Balkan pasaes. There
atbis way to the thel understanding that our young men may be severe fighting before they are
door and asked the boy if he had seen a could here finish their entire course. Pre- reached, and still more desperate conflicts
black and-tan dog around there, (in a some- panng young men for the ministry is what before the Russians see the sunny side of
what excited manner) which were all the thiy look upon ns the main object, and the mountains; but the invading army is
to the

NO.

They keep constantly or. hand a choice varietyol
urpose. Gee’s Band furnished the music ing at that point The success or failure Ladles
and Children stoea and galtera.
roughout the whole day, discoursing of this demonstastionis a matter of little
liepairing neatly done and at
me fine pieces of music, and also far- consequence now. Complete control of
)iort Notice,
bed the music for the dancing— which one crossing point having been gained, the
1 "W. ft H. ELFERDINK,
minated at 11:80— in time to reach home transfer of the entire army to the right
bank of the river is at most a question of
ore the Sabbath.

this stranger

was evidently said to Mr. Kleyn (a stranger

Nicholas, the commander-iu-chief,taking

and

Makes Custom Work a

the

the centre of the Russian army

E.

HEROLD,

standing rule.

Come and Give us

a

Trial

JOHN VAN DIN BERG.

Eighth Street, City of Holland

He then made

Holland, Feb.

Ladies,

24, 1877.

FOB SALE.

(ve always labored under that Impres- overwhelming in numbers, and successful
signals necessary for his partner, and they
Gents,
J departed in a great hurry, jumping over Ion. It is very probable that there may resistance on the part of the Turks is
a "stir” at the next meeting of the Clas- scarcely within the bounds of possibility.
lumber piles just north of Mr. Meyers5
fsis
of Holland, Grand River, and of Wis- A sufficient force will, doubtless, be left to
store, and proceeded down 8th street and
consin, and somenf our delegates may be invest and ultimately to reduce the Turkout of sight beforgthe intent of the
Misses
called upon tor an explanation.One ish fortresses, while the main army, bearwas realized.
nnce on the scene was^ust soon enough to thing is certain, that the interest the people ing down all opposition iu the field, will
pievent the theft, as'/was shown by the have In the institutionwill be materially push forward at once for the Balkans.
F\ll line for the Winter trade.
boys’ examiningthe Arnwer immediately abated, and the aid heretoforeextended Here the great battles are to be fonght, if
> the Turks have any stomach Mor fighting. |
Holland, Jan. 1, 1870.
considerablylessened.
after their departure/ \

Youth and

A 9 Acre Fruit Farm containing eome 900 bearing
grape vines, 100 Currant bnahea; Strawberries;
Pears, Apple. Quince. Cheetant, Mulberry, Appricot. Cherry amf Reach trees in bearing.

Hollamd, April to*

Wear.

TUG FOB SALE.
T

1

AM

aulboriaed to sell the bleam Tag
on favorable
Inquire of

Hollakd, b

terms.

“Gem

MANLY D HOWARD.
Holland, Mlc

did not know that the Garden of pavilion so delicately constructed that it
of hia disappointments.
She consoled
in Asia, I should think that I might have been the work of fairy hands.
him with sweet aud gentle words,
had found it to-day in your deliciousre- Around and about the spot gorgeous
she pointed to the future aud assured him
Carlgama, the Sultan, put hia aon
pheasants and stately peacocks walked that his hopes would be realized. VicWith Salt, the wiaa; and, when the boy wae dona
With studloiiBtaake, it wae the teacher*!way
14 Sir Charles Dashington is pleased to
with pompous steps. At last his eyes tor felt the influence of that delicious
To weave for him aome moral tale each day.
flatter my poor Larose.”
rested upon the crowning glory of the voice, and in that soft hour he knelt at
One evening when the how haSoome erorrad, r
“ Mademoiselle, it is no flattery; the scene— the superb villa of Larose.
Thia tale he told — in Persian annals found 1
her feet and told her that he loved her.
beauty and splendor of your grounds far
Victor advanced with hesitating steps
To shorten the etoiy. the day appoint
“ Once a magician, ekilled in every art,
surpass all ------ *
’
ed for the wedding arrived. Everything
dream-like
was ready. Victor, handsome and exthis lovely spot I ‘With- a congenialcom........
— tiering pectant, advanced to meet the bride,
panion to snare its sweets, this place the saloon the poor young man
Stormed the magician with his fleroeet ,
when a lovely girl of 19, with a face ami
would be ft pgradise on earth.”
But he. undaunted,answered back again; X
amazed at the splendid display. He be- form that might have served as a model
These are the tokens of your glorioua reign l
“What do you mean by a congenial gan to repent of his presumption in dar- for Apedes when he pointed his exquisknd, if you uiab hetioeforthunbounded good,
companion Enrilie asked.
ing to offer himself as a suitor to be ite picture of Venus, came forward and
Fail not to fled theta well with human blood
Give them your eturdieet men in sacrifice
‘•One who possesses an appreciating the possessor of so much wealth ; he
took the hand of the future husband.
For their support— for this is Just and wise,’
love of nature; one who finds a greater dreaded to meet the Lady of Larose, and
The King, at first,grew pale when thie was eaid,
This beautiful being was none other
delight in books than in balls; one who a thousand times wished himself back in
But by degrees to in reeeltwas led,
than
the Lady of Larose, who had so
And scatteredslaughter till tumultuousfear
prefers meditationand study to the bis poor chamber.
long excited the curiosity of Paris, her
Smote all his strickensubjects far and near.
frivolitiesof modern society.”
At length hie people, seeing so many Main,
While occupied with the thought, the ravishingbeauty being concealed by a
Revolted at the King's bloodthirsty reign,
“You say nothing of beauty: is not door opened, and Emilie Lamont enfrightful and ingeniously-oonstruotet
And locked him in a cavern far away,
that a requisite?” demanded Emilie, who tered. Victor arose and bowed as she
Where to the serpents he himself was prey."
•
saw the serpent lurking beneath his flow- came forward, without raising his eyea
. Her object in veiling those chormuq
ery language.
to her face. With a voice sweet as features from the gaze of the world was
“ 0 historyhorrible l* the young Prince said.
“ What could have pnt such banoncee in hia head T.
“Give me the lasting beauties of the angels when welcoming souls to Elysian
to secure a partner who would not marry
Now tell another tale more fair; I prijr;
mind, and T care not for the fading bliss she addressed him, and ou the subThat I with shuddering may not end the day.”
her for the accidental advantage of wealtn
beautiesof a pretty face,” cried Dash- ject which is always interesting to every
“ Most willingly,”
said Haib, “ and, when ’tie dong,
and beauty alone, but for her own in“if

I

WHO SHALL JUDGE.

Eden was

An Oriental Fable.

*’

a

—

'

Who

Jadg6 nun from his manners ?
know him by his dress?
may be fit for princes,
Princes at for somethingle-i :
shsil

Who
P au

shsil

pm

Or the deepest thongnta and fesUsgs
Satin vest can do no more.

There ere streams of crystalnectar]
Erer flowing out of stras,
There are purple beds and golden,
Hidden, crushed and overthrown.
•od. who counts by souls, not drosses.
Loves and prospers you and me,
While he values thrones the highest
But as pebbles in the sea.

;

‘

mask,

You

will

confess it

Once on

is

a

simple one

:

time a young Bultan was led
To heed all things an artful oourtlereaid.
Who crammed him with delusions that were rife
With all the poignancies of sinful life—
With dreams of glory and imagined joy,
And thimrs that daiide only to annoy.
Pride and voluptuousness performed their part
Till they became joint rulersof hit heart ;
And. held by these,above his people’s groan
He walked, until they snatched him from the
throne.
Still,though he lost his crown, Pleasureand Pride
Clung, like two adders perched upon his side,
Till, sinking down within their coilingsnare,
He died, at length, of sorrow and despair.”
“

Then

a

the Prince, when 8aib paused for rest,
“ Untrue or true. I like thia tale the best."
“ Alas I" said 8aib. “ why do yon thus exclaim ?
Better or not— both stories are the same 1”
—Joel Benton, in AppUUnu’ Journal for July.
said

THE LADY OF 1AKOSB.
Not many years ago the gay world of
Paris was excited by a strange and romantic affair. Emilie Lamont, a vonng
la ly with a splendidfortune, and highly
accomplished in mind and manners, announced to the world that she would bestow her hand and fortune upon any
gentleman who pleased her, but that he
must be willing, in considerationof her
wealth and other attraction*, to put up
with a face of unparalleledugliness. A
certain time each day was appointed to
receive the suitors at Larose, Mademoiselle’s beautifulresidence in the vicinity

man— himself.
trinsic worth. Sne obtained such a partboon after this interviewterminated,
“ May I ask whether you are Monsieur ner in Victor St. Aubyn.
and Sir Charles rose to depart Emilie St Aubyn, the poet ?”
told him he should hear from her in a
“I do not know, Mademoiselle,
Homeric Warriors.
week.
whether I deserve the name of poet, but
“I shall expect your communication I plead guilty to publishing a volume of
The Montenegrin army is described by
with impatience,”said Dashington, bow- verse a year ago, which brought me but
a correspondent of the London Times as
ing himself from the room.
little fame and less money.”
a mass of tatterdemalions. In the ranks
As he crossed the long gallery to reach
44 Your beautiful book should have sea majority are more or less ragged, ant
his carriage he muttered, in a sufficiently cured you both.”
the battalions in their ranks do no
loud tone to be overheard by a servant
“Am I to understand that Made- trouble themselves much with being in
who had kept close behind him
moiselle Lament has read my little
:

a monster I But for the gold
that gilds her hideous face, I never
could nave gone through the interview.
But her manners are easy and elegant,
and her voice — how can such sweet
sounds proceed from such repulsive
lips?”
Those remarks were duly reported to
Emilia Lament, and they were not likely
to advance Sir Charles Dashingtpn’s suit
Inquiries were instituted abbut his
baoits and prospects,and nothing very
favorable to that gentleman was elicited.
The consequence was that one evening,
as Dashington was preparing to go to
one of his accustomed haunts of vice,
the following note was placed in his
“

hand

What

:

“Mademoiselle Emilie Lamont begs
leave to soy to Sir Charles Dashington
that he need not take the trouble to repeat his visit to Larose.”

This unexpected termination of

his

suit destroyed all Dashington ’s hopes of
retrievingliis position, and to “avoid
siugular announcement was Sir Charles the wrath that was to come ” from tailthe first who responded to the

book ?”

There are foam-embroidered
oceans,
There are littlewood-clad rills ;
feeble, inch-high saplings,
There are cedars on the hills.
God, who counts by souls, not stations,
Loves and prospers you and me ;
For to Him all vain dtitinctlona
Are as pebbles In the sea.

There are

frMdo“
Truth
end,Justiceare eternal,
'ruth and
Borne with lovelinessand light ;
Secret wrongs will never prosper
While there Is a sunny right,
God, whose world-wide voice is singing
Boundlesslove to you and me,
Heeds oppression with its titles
But as pebbles in the sea.

have read and admired it over and
the headquarters ____
over again, and if all the world were like
PITH AND POINT.
me your book would have made you fa- Prince of Montenegro is an Homeric
mous.”
study. When in the morning the Prince
When is a bed not a bed? When it is
“If all the world were like you this appears, a line is formed instantly, and a little buggy.
world would be a paradise,”cried Victor, all uncover while he takes his walk up
Can any one define the exact width of
overjoyed to hear liis neglected book and down the terrace. As he walks a narrow escape?
praised.
along the line, now and then a man runs
Nature is like a baby. There is always
“Look at me, Monsieur St. Aubyn ; forward, catches the hand of his Prince, a squall when its face is washed.
and kisses it, dropping back into his
is paradise composed of such ?”
W anted — The receipt which is given
Victor raised his eyes to her face. place and then another and another, the
when
a gentleman pays his respects.
Those lips were indeed hideous, but ruler accepting the homage with a manHow
should a husband speak to a
from them came words of praise and en- ner which has a great fascination for the
scolding
wife? My dear, I love you
simple-minded
folk
—
with
a
smile,
a
couragement to cheer him onward in his
efforts to reach Fame’s proud temple. word of interest, iu some cases a ques- still
Some one says the Russians sleep in
Those cheeks were pale and yellow, but tion as to their affairs; for he knows, it is
their
clothes. We should think it would
said,
every
head
of
a
family
in
his
doperhaps they had glowed with enthusiasm
over his poetry.
minions personally and by name, and destroy the nap.
“ If you will excuse me, Mademoiselle,- occasionally breaks his promenade to
A late book is entitled “ Half-Hours
I will say that the houris are not quite enter into conversation more seriously, with Insects.” What a lively half-hour
so plain
”
or even to provoke a general discussion, one cau have with a flea.
“Don’t mince matters, Monsieur St. when a circle rapidly forms around him
We can’t understandwhy it was so
Aubyn— my glass tells the truth, and I to listen and take part There is noth- awful dark in Egypt when there were so
ing servile in their manner even to him, many Israel-lighte there.
want you to do the same.”
but the most unbounded reverence and
44 But, Mademoiselle, it is not custom“When I die,” said a married man,
ary for gentlemen to speak so plainly to devotion. It is a favorite amusement of
I want to go where there is no snow to
ladies about their personal appearance.” bis to woke up the emulation of the men
shovel ” His wife said she presumed he
“ Monsieur Victor Sfc. Aubyn, I want by talking to some one of them of some
would
you to understand, once for all, that heroic deed he has done, and provoking
Emilie Lamont is not like other comparisons, when a contest of preten- A Kentucky editor remarks that
women. Therefore, do not hesitate to sions to equal or greater merit begins, ninety-nine out of a hundred people
every man consideringhimself entitled make a great mistake when they cut off
say what you think of me.”
a dog’s tail, in throwing away the wrong
“ Well, then, if you insist on it, I can to push bis claims, which he does in no
end
vainglorious wav, but by recounting
only say yon are bitter ugly.”
“Pa,” said a little fellow the other
“Bitter ugly! I like that; that is re- what he has done. As they are sur-

-

“

1

writer ; but, poor and friendless,his suc- you play and sing V asked Victor, drawlashed to the mast of his ship
the
cess was not equal to his genius ; he was ing her attention to a superb instrument
midst of the Mobile bay fight. The
obliged to write for bread, not fame. in one corner of the room.
question why the Admiral took that unVictor was not discouraged by his want
“Sometimesto while away a weary usual position has often been asked, but
of success. He was persuaded that the hour.”
as far as I know the true answer has not
dark clouds which hovered over him
“Will you favor me with some music ?” yet been given. I have now read attenwould at last be dispelled, and that the
he asked, handing her the harp.
tively a charming letter from Mrs. Bart-

m

world would acknowledge his merit
Young St. Aubyn ’s dreary existence was
sometimes brightened by delightful

Tolling hands alone are builders
Of a nation’swealth and fame :
Titled laslnesfl is pensioned,
Fed and fattened on the same.
By the sweat of other’sforeheads,
Living only to rejoice,

“ I

Dashington,a young Englishman of ors, shoemakers and other creditors, he
noble family, whohad squandereda fled from Paris to Baden, where he soon
princely fortune in the gaming-houses afterward lost his life in a gambling
of the dissipated capital of France. He quarrel with a Russian nobleman.
The novel announcement of Emilie
eagerly seized upon the opportunity to
mend his broken fortunes, and to estab- Lamont continued to attract many perlish himself again in the world of pleas- sons to Larose. All admired the beautiure. Dashington was possessed of that ful grounds and magnificent reception
beauty of form and face which attracts room, but, when Emilie appeared, her
the gaze of artists and wins the love of frightfulface drove them away in diswomen. His self-conceitled him to aup- gust
freshing— bitter ugly— very good !” cried rounded by witnessesof the deeds, no
poee that no woman could resist him;
At last Victor St Aubyn, a poor but Emilie, with a laugh as sweet and mu- man dares to exaggeratehis exploits, and
and he thought it only necessary to pre- accomplished youth, ventured to advance sical as a silver beD.
the crowd confirms. These are the
sent himself before the Lady of Larose his claims. He was of an old, respect“lam glad my plain language has not warriors who are now renewing in Westin order to win her hand, and, what he able family, which had become impover......
Turkey the battle which
they have
offended you. It is certainly venturing ern Turke^
valued more, her fortune. With this ished during the stormy days of the upon dangerous ground to tell a lady waged wit!
itn the Turks for four centuries.
object in view he attired himself in a French Revolution.At 20 Victor went that she is ugly.”
magnificentsuit of clothes, hired a car- to Paris to begin the battle of life. like
Why Firragut was u Lftshftd.”
“You must remember that I am not
riage, and proceeded in dashing style in Alexander the Great, when he set out to like other women.”
The press has frequently spoken of an
search of wealth and a wife.
conquer the world, he took nothing but
Emilie rang the bell and ordered the incident in Admiral Farragut’s life which
It was a delicious day in June, and the hope; the Grecian hero depended for servant to have everything arranged in
in the popular mind adds to his wellgardens and grounds of Larose presented success on his sword— Victor relied on the blue room.
earned reputation for gallantry. In a
a scene of ravishing beauty to the eyes his pen. He was a graceful and elegant
44 You have a harp, Mademoiselle; do
well-known paintingthe Admiral appears
of Sir Charles Dashington, who looked
upon himself as soon to, be “ monarch of
all he surveyed.”After a drive of a
quarter of an hour through winding
roads, bordered with sweet and brilliant
flowers,and through shady and cool
groves, the superb villa of Larose burst
upon his enraptured sight As he drove
up he was met by a servant in handsome
livery,who conducted him through an
elegant marble gallery into the spacious
reception-room.

upraised above his fellows
Oft forgets his fellowthen ;
Masters, rulers, lords, remember
That your meanest hinds are men ;
Men of labor, men of feeling,
Men of thought, and men of fame,
Claimingrights to golden sunshine
In a man’s ennobling name.

ington.

of Paris.

Among

Man

day, “was Job an editor?” Why,
Sammy?” “Because the Bible says he
44

had much trouble, aud was a man of sorrow all the days of his life.”

Lord Nelson, when a
make

little boats

and

boy, used to

them

sail

in his

mother’s buttermilk pans ; b*t it was
only after she caught him at it that he
run off and resolved to be a pirate.
“ If you wish to have a shoe of durable material,” exclaims the facetious
Matthew Langsberg,“you should
the upper leather of the mouth of a hard
drinker, for that never lets in water.”

A Western paper, in describing an
accidentrecently, says, with much candor : “ Dr. Jones was called, and under
his prompt and skillful treatment the
young man

died

on Wednesday night”

A witty Frenchman says that “a
With pleasure,^lightly touching the lett, to a Portsmouth(N. H.) journal.
French
Major is a man who has three
strings, and eliciting strains that might Mrs. Bartlett, who met the Admiral at a
have come from the inspired lingers of ball given in his honor, availed herself, decorations. The third was given him
dreams.
because he had two, the second because
St. Cecelia.
during a pleasant conversation,of an inbe
hod one, and the first because he had
In these exquisite moments his disapVictor was deeply affected, and, when terval to inquire why he lashed himself
The matchless splendorof tnis apart- pointment was forgotten, and bis cheer- the last sad notes had died away, he said: to the mast His answer, as given by one.”
ment dazzled the eyes of Sir Charles less chamber was changed as by magic. “ Mademoiselle,I thank you on my knees that lady, is incomplete.He was lashed
Sydney Smith’s Definitionof MabDashington. The floor was composed of He saw before him galleries of light, for your sweet kindness in singing that to the mast, as she relates,to protect riage. — “ It resembles a pair of shears,
ex iuisite mosaics, wrought into quaint airy beauty, filled with lovely women, and calling it jour favorite.” ‘
him from being precipitatedto the deck so joined that they can not be separated,
and curious patterns; the walls were who crowned him with amaranthine As he spoke a door in the lower end of by casualty. He bail another reason for often moving in opposite directions, yet
beautifully frescoed after the manner of wreaths as he approached. One morn- the room glided back, displaying an inner the lashing which she does not mention. always punishing anyone who comes
Raphael; before the crimsou-tintedwin- ing, while Victor was dreaming a gor- apartment arranged for a repast £ ; : He needed the free use of his hands, in between them.”
dows hung purple silk curtains, which geous dream like this, the etHerial
“Monsienr,will you partake ef some one of which he held hift speaking-trum“ I make it my point, madam, to study
trembled in the vibration of low, melan- fabric was suddenly demolished by a fruit which is served in the next room?” pet. But the Admiral’s object or reason my own mind,” said a gentleman to a
choly music, whose origin could not be gentleman coming in and exclaiming, | “Thank you,” said Victor, rising and for going aloft instead of remaining on
ady who had exhibitedsome surprise at
discovered;tables of pearl and agfete “Victor, would you like to change this offering Emilie his arm to escort her to the quarter-deckis still a mystery.
an opinion he expressed. “Indeed!”
were placed in differentparts of the poor room for a charming retreat near the tlie next apartment.
And yet that reason, as he gave it to she replied, “I didn’t suppose you unroom, some of them loaded with richly- Paris, a beautifulvilla in the midst of
“Monsieur,” said MademoiselleLa- me, very much in the spirit of his conver- derstood the use of the microscope.”
bound books, and others having on them sunny groves and blooming gardens ?”
mont, as they sat down to a tempting ar- sation with Mrs. Bartlett,was a very
The house of Mr. Duidas, late Lord
“Certainly a most desirable ex- ray of delicacies, “ Monsieur, I wish you simple and yet a very satisfactory one.
gorgeous vases of flowers, whose odor
President of the Court of Sessions in
change,
my
dear
Eugene
I
But
how
is
pervaded the whole apartment. In one
to see what I can produce. All the fruit In his former battles below New (Orleans
Scotland, having, after his death, become
corner StoodamaMivft nnwfaini^g it to be done ?”
of the table came from my garden.”
and up the Mississippiriver he had been converted into a smith’s shop, a gentle“By marrying Emilie Lamont.”
-curiosities, and surmounted with busts
“They ore like everything else here— seriously embarrassed, once by the conman wrote upon its door the following
of celebrated authors, among whom the i If44 And, pray, who is Emibe Lamont ?” delightful,” said Victor, tasting a lus- dition of the atmosphere and again in the
“Who is Emilie Lamont? Why, all cious Beach. “Indeed, I can hardly be- vicinity of bluffs,when the smoke of his impromptu:
Englishman was pleased to see 'SluikThis bouso s lawyer once enjoyed,
Paris is ringing with her name.”
spenre crowned with immortelles.
lieve that all I have seen to-day is real guns, instead of rising and leaving his
A *mith does now posses#
44 The sound has not ascended so high and substantialWalking through your
How naturally the iron age
While he. was admiring the splendid
view unobstructed, formed and hung
Succeeds the age of braes I
as my room. ' Tell me about her.”
splendid grounds I could nave imagined about the decks. The high bluffs in
saloon, a door glided softly back, and
Emilie
Lamont,
better known as the myself in the garden of Hesperides.
The
other day a boy started to carry
Emilie was announced. Dashington rose
the bay of Mobile, with a heavy atmosand advanced to meet the person who Daily of Larose, has announced that she Seated iu yon gorgeous saloon, I could phere as he was aoout to commence the lome a vellow- Jacket’s nest to tie to the
entered. He was prepared to see a face will aceept the addresses of any gentle- hardly help fancying that I saw an en- engagement, induced an apprehension dog’s tail to have some fun. He didn’t
ugly, indeed, but when his eyes fell upon man who pleaseflber, and bestow on him chanting vision which would soon dis- that his view might again be obstructed get the nest all the wav home, as it bethe frightful features of the lady he her lifMfidaud fortune, if he cait be satis- solve, leaving me nothing but the dull by the smoke of his own gtins. He went ;ame so heavy he oomdn’t carry it, but
ie succeeded in coaxing most of the yelshrank back with an exclamationof hor- fied with an inconceivably ugly face. realitiesof life.”
aloft, therefore, to get above the smoke
Many
have
visited
her,
but
only
one
“ Yon poets are like that ethereal bird, and to obtain a dear view of the enemy's ow- jackets to accompany him the whole
ror. Her lips were withered and blooddistance, and they suppued him with so
less; her eyes were sunk deep in their gentleman as yet has mustered up suf- the huma, which never touches the batteries aud of the position and moveground ; you are always flying in the ments of his own ships. —TAurfow Weed, much amusement that he hasn’t once
sockets;her large and misshapen nose ficient Qouragwvpcpthe question”
bought of fun or the dog since, and
44 Reilly, Eugene, this w a most linguair, and dislike touching this poor earth in the New York Tribune.
was a revolting object; aniljker skin
doesn’t think he ever will^
lar and interesting affiiir. Tam tempted of ours.”
was as dry and yenbw as an Egyptian
to visit the Lady of Larose, merely out
NO KIBS.
44 Had I the wings of an angel I could
•'
A Fire* Roller.
of curiosity.
“ Kiss me, Will,” song Marguerite
not
fly
to
a
more
delightful
abode
than
I
Without appearing to notice DashingTo a pretty littletune,
A Frenchman named Buverthas in“Do so, Victor; perhaps something have found to-day, nor receive a more
Holdingup her dainty mouth,
VoloomSd
vented what seems to be a highly-sucmay come of it. Good-by.”
gweet as roses born In June.
patifying welcome than that which you
him to Larose in a few fWqetly-spoken
oessful dress for defying Are. It is beWill was ten years old that day,
A few days after this conversationVic- nave so kindly given me.”
words; and, to Utt surprise, aha spoke in
And ho pulled her golden curls,
tor put on the best suit of clothes that
Victor returned to his books and lieved to be chiefly formed of sponge,
Teaalngly, and answer made
English, with a slight but charming achia wardrobe contained,and proceeded studies from his visit to Larose with a which is soaked just before use. The
,n “ I’m too old— I don’t kiss girls."
cent; for among many accomplishments
,Ten years pass, and Marguerite
to visit the Lady of Larose. He did not feeling of satisfaction to which he had portion which covers the head is suffi* Smiles, ss Will kneels st her feet, *
of this singular creature was a perfect
go at once to the housej but wandered long been a stranger. His prospects ciently large to contain the air necessary
Gazing fondly In her eyes,
knowledge of the modern languages.
Praying, “ Won’t you kiss me, sweet ? ”
about the grounds delighted with the looked brighter. He had secured a for breathing while the operator is at
Sir Charles was somewhat reassured by
She is seventeen to-dor ;
beauty of the scene. A new surprise powerful friend in the Lady of Larose. wofk. M. Buvert rolled over red-hot
With her birthday ring she toys
her kind welcome and winning voice; met him at every torn, , In 0ne place he
coal without apparentlyexperiencingany
For a moment, then replies
Her
kindness
to
him
had
touched
his
aud be succeededin overcoming, or at came to a little rivulet running through
44 I’m too old— I don’t kiss boys I "
inconvenience,and it is believed that the
tender heart, and it seemed as natural
least concealing, the disgimt which the
the grassy turf, which was gemmed with for her to be agreeable as it is for the dress might be of great value in enDuring the fifty-eight years which
horrible ugliness of her fooe first occaabling the wearers to save valuables at
a thousand flowers. Here he came flowers to bloom and the birds to sinm
have
passed since American Odd Felsioned. After a long preliminary con- across a grotto, whose cool recesses
tires.
Emilie had invited Victor toviaitLalowship was established,over $60,000,versation he ventured to approach the
wooed him to enter. In another place rose by moonlight He did so one beauQueen Victoria has just begun naing 000 have been collected,of which upsubject which bad brought him to
he saw a fountainof water sparkling in tiful evening. They strolledabout the
note paper and envelopeswith the mono- ward of $22,000,000have been expended
Larose.
the sunlight He reached the flowery lovely grounds. He told her of
^iceurui j.
gram V. R. L (Victona
Regina et In* for the relief of those entitledto it
pile,” he said, with a bow, eminence, which was adorned with a
struggles, of his golden aspirations, and peratrix) stamped thereon.
Some 720,000 brothers have been aided
44
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City

St. John.

The

**

Conflict of

AgM.**

Men

differ on nearly every itsoe. There have
always been opposite partiee in politic*and religion, though the measures fought over one

Canada, during the past few weeks,
seems to have been specially unfortumde
in the losses of towns by fire, butthe St day nay be univeroally adopted at another,and
John conflagrationis the most serions those sacrificed regarded as heroes and marof all, as the destruction was complete. tyr*. Medicine has also been subject to revolutionary disturbances.When Dm. Harvey and
In the other localities something was '.tenner announced their diaooveries, thev were
left; in this, all the business and half the held in contempt andridioule by an incredulous
residencewas lost It must prove a veiy and ignorant poblie, yet to-day they are redisastrous blow not only to the city it- ceived and honored by ail aa benefactors. When
Dr. Pierce announced Ids Diacovery, many
self, but also to the business interests of
seemed to doubt, and were skeptical concern lag
New Brunswick, as it is the moat import- all medicines and doctors, but proof of merit
ant commercial city in that part of the has dispelled all doubt, and today the Golden
Canadian Dominion,and is the oenter of Medical Discovery is the standard remedy in
a large trade with Portland and Boston curing the moetofcstinstodiseases of the liter
and blood, having almost entirely superseded
on the one hand by steamers, and with the old-time sarsaparUias by reason of its wipe*
Halifax on the other by rail. Its chief rior merits.
export is of lumber, wnich finds its way Norwich, ChenangoCo,, N. Y., Nov. 8, 1876.
to Great Britain, the West Indies, and
with a scrofulous affection on
the United States. It is also a ship* one of my legs. It was very tronbteeome for
building oenter, and, as a manufacturing over two years, so much so that I could not
city, possessesconsiderable importance. wear a boot* ana I had to keep my leg bandaged.
Its business relationswith Boston are It resulted m a raw sore. It got so bad that it
very intimate — so much so, in fact, that httrimift ft generaltalk that I would have to undergo amputation of the limb. One physician
many Americans have gone there and tola me he never saw inch a sore cured.
opened business, and ate now among 1 commenced taking your Gelden Medical Disthe heaviest loeers. The harbor of St covery togetherwith your Pellets as directed on
John is one of the finest on the Ameri- the bottles, and when ihad consumed six bottles
Discovery, my leg was entirely well, and has
can continent The city, including its of
remained so ever airtee— a period of over two
suburbs, has a population of nearly, if years—and I would nut swap it for .fifty wooden
not quite, 50,000. It is— or was until legs. Yours
John Shattik k.
nearly obliteratedby fire —a well-built
« Making Old Bones.”
city of brick and stone, with wide, clean
People who neglect their minor ailments
streets, running at right angles, lighted rarely live to make old bones. The secret of

LrotaM

truly,

St John was

originally

1785.

_

-

_

The Public

John

D. Defrees, Public Printer, has
issued the followingcircular :
It is now more than sixteen years since
the establishment of the Government
Printing-Office.Since that time oompositors, pressmen and bookbinders have
come here from every part of the country for employment Many of them obtained it, and have by hard work and
economy secured homes for their families, which in many instances have not
been entirely paid for ; others, who do
not own houses, rent them or board, and
nearly all have families to support out of
their daily earnings. There are now
more sober, industrious and capable
workmen of this characterhere than can
at any time be employed. It would be
unjust and cruel to discharge any of
these workmen merely to put others
from a distance in their place, and it will
not be done. As letters have been received from a great number of persons
asking employment it is deemed best to
adopt this method of informing all concerned that it cannot be had, so that the
expense of coming hero may be avoided.
It must also be understoodthat this
establishment cannot be made either a
religious, politicalor charitableasylum.
It is a great workshop— the most extensive publishing-house in the world
and must be managed with the same regard to economy as is observed by the
managers of similar private workshops,
or else it were better for the Govern-
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FOR XIAN AND BEAST.

inihiedoe upon the

K«Tauli*bed3AYeaiis. Aloiyi enrea. Always
ready. Al way* handy. Ha* never yet failed. Thirty
million!hart tnt"i it. The whole world approve*
th* glorioui old MiifcUiBK— the Beit and Cheapert

organs of urination. It has no rival an a remedy
for and preventiveof chills and fever and bilous remittents, infuses vigor into the debilitated frame, and is an excellent appetifcetand

nervine.
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There's Something in a

Muitnng Liniment cure* wliou nothingoil*

will.

hold by all wcbioiNK venders.
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Kansas.

She advertisementof S. Taylor A Co.
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“Well?”

“Yon see, I oilers wua ventursom,
an’ I axed a woman standing there
would she give me a rhubarb pie and a
piece of fresh shad.”
“ Well, what happened then ?”
“Now, Henry, that’s what I’m in
doubt about I don’t seem to make out
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the beet tobaoooever nude, ii»k your grocerfor thl*.and
•mtlutMcb plug bear* our bleoHitriw Uade-inark.with
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a Dear Sir—From |)cr*oiinl benefit reeelved by its
U as from neraouul knowledge of IIiom
uso, as well
i-s thereby
whose •cures
therebyhuve seemed almost mlrsculotuu I c»n moet heartilyand sluoerelyrecouinimd
the Vxoltinu for Ibo coinplaHitswhich it IsclaiiueU
to mu*.''
JAMIiS P. LUDLOW,
Lite Partor Calvary BaptUI Church,
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resentativestorekeepersthat ladies no longer
The attentionof Adrorttoot*IsonlM toour LUt o«
Weekly Newipapere.
*»pa|
SendI for a CaUlogue.
‘

f

depend on foreign makers for their Perfumery
and Toilet Articles.To Messrs. Colgate A Oo.
the credit Is largely due for this new departure.
Their CashmereBouquet Soap and Violet Toilet
Water are universally esteemed by the tasteful
and refined as the most delicateand recherche
of
_

perfumes.

aud most effectivemedicine ever known for the
complete cure of headache, biliousness,liver
complaints,nervousness,fevers and diseases of
digestion. Sold everywhere; price 25 cents per
box. Send for almanacs. Graefonberg Co.,

New

York.

Send

__

MAKVF.LOrM ClfRAPNBMU
An advertUement occupying the space o( One Inch
will be Insertedone week In I.IOO newipapere for
$87 .60— or Ira* than riyhi emit per newspaper.

,
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SHE RESTS WELL.

CUTS AND ELECTROTYPE*.
No extra charge

Graefeuberg Vegetable Pills to be the mildest

on the flower-bed,
with the side of Ids head all caved in,
leanin’ up agin the peach tree.”

AFF&OVBB CLAIMS

muubrtvrtr of
B*>

Thirty years’ experience proven the
book-agentlayin
and a liniment man
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found upon inquiry of

It will be

ENDOWMENT

T. BoUiS't

similar preparation. Yours truly.

Perplexing in the Extreme.

A tramp sat on a doorstep back in
Pine street yesterdayafternoon, tenderly
caressinghis head and shoulders, when
his “ pard” came up.
“ What’s the matter with you, Jacob ?”
“ I’m in doubt, I’m in doubt.”
“ In doubt ; what about ?”
Well, Henry, I went into that alley
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SURPLUS, $820,000
best
EVERY APPROVED FORM OF POLICY
ISSUED OK MOST FAVORABLE TERMS SWEET NAVY 0HEWIH6 TOBACCO

I'nrirelloffor th.
u<lcl red ik- Iteih.
artltctel red
d«rrpll*i odor, to
Dov»r cow mi id tnJ
dalrUrloat Inijrrdlto. Alter rimriof
jtifkuiwruiMDt

Messrs. D. W. Hatch & Co. : We have
boon selling your UniversalCough Syrup about
eight years, and find it gives the beat satisfaction of >ny preparation for coughs and colds
that we have ever sold, and from the time of
its first introductionin this market we have
sold much larger quantities of it than any other
Sawteb A Lion, HoraeUsville,If. Y.
Sold by Van Schaack^ Stevenson A Reid, Chi-

A
to
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YORK,

BABBITT’S TOILET SOAP. WILL BE

In another column of this paper.

cago,

99*1

ASSETS, $4,827,176.52

Wilhoft’s Anti-Periodioor Fever

ment to abolish it.
John D. Dsfbebs, Public Printer.

^-OMASUM
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printedon

;
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W rM* mm. i.«Ud «

261, 262, 263 Broadway. $10

and Aams Tonic.— This invaluableaud standard family medicine is now a household word,
and maintainsits reputation unimpaired. It is indorsed by the medical profession,and preKansas display of product* «t Centennialsur*
scribed daily in the Charity Hospital and other
' all other States. KANSAN PACIFIC
Hospitals in Now Orleans.Wilnoft’s Tonic is
W. CO. offers larcest body of pood IsjidiIn
ANNAN
at lowest prict* and best terms.
thus highly recommendedby the leadingmediPlenty of Gov’t lands FBEK for Homesteads.
cal men of the country,and is worthy of such
copy of “KANNAN PACIFIC HOMEindorsement G. R. Finlay A Co., Propriotors, For
STEAD,” address. Jstnd Commltulvner,
New Orleans.
K. P. Jf**., Batina,
For bale by all Druooists.

—
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licious, light, healthy biscuits, rolls, griddle
cakes, pastry, etc. The genuine Dooley Yeast
Powder is sold only in tin cans; the fnc-simile

t

TRUTH

INSURANCE COMPANY,

The

name of Dooley is now synonymous with de-

signature6f the manufacturers
each label ;

IV* Mend for HlestratedPricc-Hsj.

HsXIF'ES

LinimentIn existence. 26 cent* a bottle. Th*

Name,

STAteS

UiNITED

.

Juliet to the contrary notwithstanding.

stely.

Wistxam School or Tklxuratht. Kn;

ABu IlKO nSSulf NO QlAIT

GOOD OLD
STAND-BY.

tion, bowel and liver complaints,are fruitful
causes of injury to the constitution. Hiese diseases should be, therefore, checked without delay. The best medicine for the purpose is Hostetler's Stomach Bitters. This standard preIve organs, cives
j secretive func-

Prlntlng-Offloe.

84(1

West.

tie

$5

w

.

Mil

“VIBRATOR”

hale and vigorousold ace lies not only in taking care of one’s health in early life, by the observants .of
of sanitary rules, but also hr judicious
judief
items of
medicationwhen the premonitory symptom
Indigesbodily disorder manifest themselves, Indii

founded by American loyalists,who leit
the United States at the close of the
Revolutionary war. It was chartered in

Best

aDoy. HOW

1

with gas.

THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY $68
GENUINE
$12

TURF GOODS

trade-marks,unusual display, or adrortiMiuenU Insertedacross two or more colnrans; only rirmrg-Wr cots are required (or the whole
number of newipapere. Cuts should not be over two
Tbore« Torrlble 1 eMAHehreiCmorntcd by ob•tmoled reoretioD*. aad to which l*llel are reiiec-ially and one-eighthfnehe*la width.
(ubleot, can alway* be relieved. *nd their reourrenve
prevented,by the lire of TaJHUUT'* K/rERVl.HCMT
nKLT/KB Avxhiknt. PwKiurehh'at all drug «Uire«.
To send an advertisingorder to 1*100 newstMper*
would require an Investmentof $34.50 for postag*;
stationery would cost nearly aa much : the labor of adilreooing1*100 anrelopea la oouslderable:te write
1.100 order* Would be * great U*k; te print them
would cost something. Our price for a Ire-Hue advertisement In the whole 1,100 papers, one week, Is
$43<75b or leas than the cost of postageand stationery.
1

AN INTERESTING HTATEMBNT.

81, and fifteen cento for postage,

IiniiLiim & Sous.

ledger is the most successful, in fact the only

Mr/H. R. Bteveki:
Dear Sir— l have been tick two years with the
Livc&complalnt, and during that time have token ft
preat many differtut medicines, but none of them
did me any good. I was restlree rights,aud bad uo
appetite. Bince taking the Veoktink I rest well aud
relish my food. Cuu recommend the Veoktike for
bat it has done for
Yours respectfully,
lint. ALBERT RICKER.
- Wltnee* of .oe above:

me.

faft.

GEORGE M. VAUGHAN,
Medford,Mast.

NOTICES IN NEWS COLUMN*.

PIANOS.

and get the Chicago Ledger for one year. The

Rotrru Poland, Me., Oct. 11, IBIS,1

for cat*,

Manufaoturore.

To bare an advertisementset up te the form of reading matter,and insertedIn the new* ontanraa of newspapers, Is a very efficient mode of advertising.These
lists of newspapers offer advantage* te this re*t>ect
which no other newspaper or Uste ol newspapers poiseaa.
Manufacturersand merchants desiringto publish a description of their ware* or artabliahmenU will find this
plan very serviceable.By publish leg a series of brief
notice*, they can soon make th* tuerite of their soimIs
familiar to the people of the region* In which these
papersare published.

Wnrerootaa* 18 Bast 14th HC.,
[K*i.bli»hed1834.1 NEW YORK,
West. The above price is merely nominal for
era-:..
--••vnubla. Terms Kasy.dH
whether the back porch fell down on such a valuable paper. Address The Ledger,
DU. WARNER’S HEALTH CORSET.
me, or I stepped on a keg of dynamite, Chicago, HL
__
Rey. 0. T.
SAYS*:
With Nklrt Support***and
and it busted under me. Why, Henry,
To Housekeepers. —The attention of
FILKM
8rlf-Adjustlng
Pad*.
Providence,
R.
I., IC4 Transit Street.
Fd sooner work half an hour than go
of the paper* can be found in the offiesof Beals A FosH. R. Btevenu,Emq.
heads of families is invited to the superior
Secures Health and Ccpronf oi
ter. 41 Park Row. New York. A partial file, together
into that yard again.”— /fasten Free
I feel bouud to exprea* with my elgnatnre the high
Body, with Qracb and Hiuuty oi
with oeraples of all, may be fonnd at IM Worth •tree!.
quality of Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts.
Press.
^
Form. Three Garraentein one New York; 114 Monroe street, Chicago, 11L; M5 Hast vsltte I place upon your Veoktink. My family have
Water wreet.Milwaukee. Wl* ; 17 WaCuahaw afreet, St. Utod it for the last two years. In nervoitn debility
They are highly concentrated, have all the
Approved by all ••liyalcianH.
Panl. Minn.
143 Race street, Cincinnati,
0. ; W Second
it it invaluable,end I moimnend it to sU who may
Tobacco and Fire-Crackers.
WAN T FD. street,
freshnessand delicacy of the fruits from which
Memphis, Tenn.
need an Invigorating renovating tonic.
Bam pies by mail, In Cootll,$2
All the small boys in the country will they are prepared and are less expensive.
For Catalogue,address
0. T. WALKER,
Sauce n, $1 75. To Agents a\
Formerly Pastor Bow doin -square Church*
be grateful to The New York Tribune
25 cents lew. Order Hlr.e twt
Boston.
Inches smaller than waist me*
Information worth thousands to those
for saying this: “Pipes have caused
sure over the drees.
more fires than fireworks ever did. But out of health. Self-help for weak and norvons
sufferers. Facts for those who have been dosod,
Warner Bros. 851 Broadway.H.T
41 Park Row,
NEW YORK.
the insurance men ore silent on the subdrugged, and quacked. The new Health Jour
ject of tobacco. It is the pipe of patriot- nal teachesall. Copies/ree. Address, Electric
ism which they want to put out* Some Quarterly,Cincinnati, 0.
doctor has said that a city hospital on
Pond’s Extract. —Its sale extends to
the Fourth of July looks like the evenevery portion of the country.There is only
NEW YOBK.
1877.
1877.
sway from borne ovsr night. You oen give your whole
ing of a general engagement The
successful, literary paper ever publishedin the

____

WALKER

_

:

AGKNTH

;

.

_ OTum
___

one genuine Pond's Extract for Pains and In

wounded in the hospitals oome to grief
by the firing of salutes. Why do not
the National Board of Fire Underwriters
prohibitcannon ? The reason is obvil
oils. The plan is to nip patriotism in the
bud, to suppressit in the boy of the period. He is to be bereft of his feeb-e
fireworks and crackers. The glorious
Fourth is to be made to him like all oth-n
er days. We have given up the Independence day parade, the annual feast^
the civic pomp and show, and the Fourth
of July oration. Let us hold on to the
fireworks as the last refuge of populari
liberty.”
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The Terr best, six for £7-00.
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read: “ Tliii article is chiefly used by the Engjirii and French to practice most
gross deceptionand frauds in the mixture
.of paint.”* the Washington coirespbndent of the Troy Times, who tells the
story, adds that the Yankee did not further press his claim, and withdrew.

$1.00

OSGOOD

BOSTON* MASS.

_______

Maize Flour Toilet
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Bouth Salem, Mass., Nov. 14, 1878.
Tue Sun continues to be the strenuous advocateof Mn. H. R. Stevens:
reform and retrenchmenU and of the oulMtitution
of
Dear Sir— l have been troubledwith Scrofula*
statesmanship,
wisdom and integrity for hollowpretense,
ImlKX-Ultvand fraud tn the administrationof public Canker, and Liver complaint for three year* Noth*
log ever did me soy good until 1 commenced using
affairs. It contends for the government of the peopleby
the peopleand for the poopui, as opposed to govenuurn'. the Veoetiwe.I am now getting along Hrat-nUe.
by franas In the bollot-bex and In the countingat votes,
and stilltuing the Veoetiwe.I consider there is
enforcedby milh ry violence.It endeavuit to supply it*
nothing equal to it for snch complaints.Can heartreader*-* body now not far from * million of souls- with
ily recommendit to everybody.
the most careful, complete and trustworthyaccountsof
Tours trulv, Mm. LIZZIE M. PACKARD,
curent events, and‘cmi ploys for this purpose a numerous
at reporters and eorvespnsd
and carefully selected staff
_
No. 10 Lagrange 8t, South Baku, Mice.

,

the public by deiendlng the rigbto of th* peopleagainst
the encroachment* of unjustified power.
The price of the Daily
1*
cent* a month, or
Sti.AO a year, postpaid;of, with ths Sunday edition,

SUN

_ set Bottom
Meroer SL.N.Y.

A 3-Cent Pocket-Book!

oa

^'rho<Sund5f‘oditlon*Ioire,*itbt
pagan, •l.ttOafsar.

Any agent or canvasser,or any person who has ever
eenvaoMd or aoted as salesman,or any idle person out of

The Weekly
is

•erviceshle

trade. Mr. Dawes asked nim if
he wanted to use it for the same purpose $1.00
that the English and French do. The

NOTHING EQUAL TO

emend

furnishedat

tjt

Suk. eight pages of M breed columns,
e year, postpaid.
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GOOD FORTHE CHILDREN

Stecial Notice. -la order to Introduce THB Bmi

po

The dkbfaert household ornaments. Price postage stam to the
containstwo i
One Dollar each. Bend for catalogue.
silver,

efit his

THE SUN.

Iu report# from
n Washington, repedally, are full.
accurateand fearless
earless I( end
andUdoul
serve and enjoy the h|d4ed of Hum
loured thousands.Every bottlewarranted.Send to W.
E. Clark*. Providence, R.L, for illustrated pamphlet’
If your druggist don't hare It. he will orArr It for yon.

sggafige

R.

FOSTER,

doc.

Keep'* Shirt* are delteeredPRBK oa Ji
Niv part of the Union-noexpre**oha:
mple*. with foil direction* for aelf-mea*

JAMES

&

ent*.-
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whenhewasChairman
House Ways and Means Commit- Osgood’s Heliotype Engravings.

Senator Dawes,

_

time to the work, or only your snare momenta. We her#
agent*who are making over »!dl) per day at thebsslni'sa. All who engage at ouoo can make money foot. At
Send to S. Taylor A Co., Chicago,for a price tlve nresent time monM cannot bo made « easily and
raploly at any other burlneas. It coat* nothing to try th*
list See advertisementin another column.
haaineee. Terms and Sto Outfit free. Address,si ones,
H. HALLKTT A CO. Portland.Maine.
Hofmann's Hop Pills cure the Ague at once,
fl
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un-

more widely to ths public, we will send

THR
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Dear Sir-We feel that the children In our horns
have been greatly lamented by th* Veoetiwe you

& CO.
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N. Y. City.
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what games, if any, should lie used in
connectionwith the Reading Room of (lift
Reform Club, there 1ms been much discussion In and out of the Clnb. For till

WijMmjain;

.....

MSVI'

iifisfe?

Cheap• Cash
Store
—

practical purposes the question liusbj^n
settled. So important, however, docs it

seem

to be right in this matter that you will

— EOE/

please allow me to publish the opinion of

Dr. Reynolds in

relation thereto, jTjhe

Doctor is Uie acknflfWjged leader of this

Reform movement and
size his

good

BARGAflTS IN DRY GOODS, CLOTHING, BOOTS A

wish to empha-

f

views on the subject. It may do
elsewhere

in future, not only here but

In a letter from the Doctor dated; Adrian,

June

35,

down

t

:,,lIU„

1877, he says: “I can only say

about

tbdthw

that I laid (I think)

dominoes and back-j/impVn.

Of course localities will take

of

into their own hands in spite

might say or do.

matter

the.,

.

Mr. J. Albor* will attend to hi* Clock and Jew
elry bnalnear, aiidMr. Wljktuijacnto the Watcbc*pie to bring such Influences to bear as will flowever, each of them will wait on the pnblic in
make the work have an upward tendency abaenceof the other. The? have a large and beau
tital atock of Olocks and Watches,which they offer
and hope that such will be the paseiflygur for rale cheap.

CALL

vyork.haie.au.u/urard

briefly this, that the

that
result.

pdbple tr|ng

!

such Influences to bear as will secure this

'

Niw

of

frir
Although woman suffrage was coughed
out of the House of Commons this year, it
is now pretty evident that, when tjie Brit-

J. 0.

Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,

70,

Parliamentnext takes up the extension NO.
English rural popu-

BARN

women owning or renting
same amount as required
of men, —to the privilege of rotftfg for
members of Parliament. Women owning
at least single

-

property to the

property already vote in municipal elec-

England, and

tions In

one-fourth

at Bath,

much

.mm.
v- EIGHTH

<

STREET.

The undersignedhas opooed a hardware store In
the old stand of 0. J. Haverkate, where ho will
keen constantly oh hand aaomplete stock of General Hardwire, Stoves, Glass, Nalls, Farming Impfements.Carpenter'sTools and everythingelse
belongingto our Hue of business.

the exchequer,in replying to

trade0 W0°

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

why

single

of

Holland, March

_____

• u

.

>

l.

or'bf mea^ery

property should not have the suftrage, cx

_ _

•

^

.

1‘‘:rfumeryeold iD

cept the general Inexpediencyof disturb-

whole question was again up. As Bensame view, and
many other tories, both parties nre likely

to be only too.

happy

the parlia-

to confer

when

mentary suffrage on women,

we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

In re-building our new shop

of the

And we are*ckrffldent'
we can aaDsfy all whe
most rotlen and
r want _

Plaiuifg, Matching,

a recent investiga-

by Secretary Sherman, fully

tion, ordered

.

the clerical force In this bureau has been

VfB

A

STEAM

AND

(rive

•

‘

W. VERBEEK & Co.
4 • -

H.

the cor-

rupt jobbing of the bureau is found in on

greenbacks, bank-billsand bonds. In

some

is

a six years’ supply on

hand,

me

the West, writes Urns of Rie occupation
which he has chosen: “There

isn’t

much

maOOD: HOW

_

you go

own

muster; you

business; ness. Involuntary Seminal Losses, Jmpotenrr,
Mental and Physical Incapacity. Impediment* t<*
and ns far as the work is concerned in Marriage,etc.: also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
ms, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extrathese days of horse«power,a man needn’t vagance, Ac.

can’t starve or be turned out

kill himself

—

^

All qualities of ('nrpets cheap; also,
kinds of Alattrasses.

at

any

other business. It is brains that win on a

farm

as well as every

smart

man

where

c^lse,

and the

going to ride, while the stu-

is

pid one goes

on

foot in the corn-field as

well as in the bar or pulpit. I should
like to have iny hearing again, but
wouldn’t leave my farm

if I

had

I

Torpedo balloonsare proposed by a
correspondentof the tfwntf/fe American.
I

ty

Price, in a scaled envelope, only six cents.
I he celebrated author, in this admirable Essay
Clearlydemonstrates,
from a thirty years’ success-

he idea is to float the balloons over the

Joslin&Breyman,

electricity sent over

a wire.

mm

cimwELL

Watchmakers
DEALERS

Jewelers,

IN

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

Proprietors.

COUGH

in use—

New

sale in

For

York for

the past 30 years, hut

new in

this State.

For Sale by the

pound

or ounce.

khmery,

Stationary mi Portable Engines,

PLEASANT TO TAKE.

New Machinery,

SHAFTING,

CAUDY

Ming

h

ETC.,

plied at wholesale
rales a( the

Work, Satr Arbors, Shafting,

City

TILLEYS, ETC,
•

48-Gmo

Mr. Cla.k having hud fourteen veari* of experience in selling up and repairing Engines. Boilers,
putting In Steam heating apparatus, Plpe-bulldlng
for steam, t as and water, we will try and give satisfactionto all that give ii» u call.

Drug Store.

:

BOOKBIYDIING!

2nd day of June, A. I). 1877. Present, Hon. Dan
Arnold, Circuit Judge. Sarah E. Wilson,Complainant r». James C. Wilson. Defendant.
Upon due proof by affidavit,that James C.
Wilson,the defendant In the 'above entitled cause,
pending In this court, resides out of the said State
of Michigan,and in Canada, on motion of William
X. Angel. Solicitorfor Complainant,Ordered, that
the said defendantdo appear and answer the bill
of complainttiled in said cause, by the Eighteenth
day of SejAember. A. D. 1877, else the sain bill of
complaintshall be taken as Confessedby him; and

,

I. P.

j

THIBOUT,

MERCHANT TAILOR

i

Has removed his business to

GRAND RAPIDS MICH

further that this order be published, within twentyStreet.
days from its date. In the Holland Cut News, a
newspaperprinted and published in said County of
Will be pleased to see all his old friends and cus< )t taw a. and bo published therein once In each week,
tomers that requireanythingin the clothing line.
fir six weeks in.succcssion; such publication. ho».
We make, cut ami trim to order anything In our
ever, shall not he necessary, in case a copy of this line accordingto the latest styles,and for the low
order be served on the sala defendant personally, eat possible prices.
at least twenty days before the time herein prescribed for his appearance,
DAN J. ARNOLD, Cirotlt Judge.
Examined, countersigned
and entered hy mu.
US
A. A. Tracy, Reqieter.
A true Copy of the original,on flic in said cause.
I. P.
AnrstD A. Tracy, Regieter.

70 Monroe

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

Repairing Neatly Done

RepairingNeatly and Promptly Executed.

co„

GOODRICE,

J.

Full Line of Gold Peas,

An

Ss

COUGH

Order of Publication.

Sent nnder seal. In a plain envelope,to any address, /wf-paW,on receipt of tlx cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

Th

best

1877.

All Kinds of Spectacles.

41

Walsh’s Cough Candy.

The nnderslgnedwishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Hollandand vicinity that being at
Holland, Mich., May 17.
15-ly
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangements with Mr. I). B. Meengs, at Holland, at whose
store,on River street,all job work for binding can
bo left, I have purchased a new nndcompletellno
STATE OF MICHIGAN, the Circuit Court for of tools and stock uud will furnish llrst-class work.
the County of Ottawa, in Chancery. At a sesA. CLOETIXGH.
sion of said court, held at Urn Court House in
Muskegon,Sept. 8 1875.
the City of Grand Haven. In said county, on the

This Lecture should he In the hands of
every youth and every man in th« laud.

It is calcu-

Judge of Probate.

CLARK & GOODRICK.

•yay

enemy, and drop the torpedo by means of

CLARK

1877,

30,

,n r^v0ct'ce’ the alarming consequences of
self-abusemay be radicallyenred without the dangerous use of Internal medicineor the application
of the knife: pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain, and effectual,hy means of which
every sufferer,no matter what his condition may
Cllre himselfcheaply, privately, and raA

0T

it.”

SAMUEL

all

WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
S. REIDSEMA.

of

farming any more than

with

Havlngrentedthe machine shopjandpower, owned
by Wm. II. Demiug, of this place, wo are*
prepared to repair all kinds of

!

the radicalcure (withhnt medicine)
of Spermatomeaor Seminal Wenk-

'***mam

Warranted.

else-

jKMIilm
PnW.I*hed,a new edition of
/IMlKim to. CulTtrvell’iCelebrated Essay on

glory on a farm, but you get a good, sure

living. You are your

HEM

CASH

The

for

HOWARD.

HOW

LOST,

it is further ordered, that said petitionergive
notice to the personsInterested in said estate,of
the pendency of said petition and the hearing
thereof by causinga copy of this order to be published n the "Holland Crrr News,” a newspaper
printed and circulated In said County of Ottawa
for three successive weeks previous to said day of
hearing,
neatness
A true copy, (Attest.)
L. TATE,

CANDY

and see

to,

M. D.

And

WALNUT CAfi-

a noted

Apply

,h«n

—

a call

T™

'1
°! *Mil1 Vourtj
holden
the Probate Office, In Grand Haven, in said
County, and show cause, If any there be, why the
praver of the petitioner should not be granted:

Holland. September 1, 1975.

!P

1

lawgtudebt toerrimao county, Maine, who bad the mlafortuneto lose
his hearing, having settled on a farm in
I

Work

P^er persons in-

a11

J.FLIEMAN.

3,

was

au

for

General Blacksmithlng done
and dispatch.

Setting up

Holland, March

FOR SALE,
THE
r „

the finest

o

I

following described Lots in the City of
n!,d"
sell at the following price*;
Lot 9. block F, Lot 6. Block O, West Addition $178
and, in others, two or three times as much e»fh; Lot is. Block 8. Lot «. Block U, Routh West
as will ever be wanted for the special is- Addition $175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 1, B & H In Block
25. as organized plat, near the A. L. S. depot at
sues for which the paper
made.
each, except Lots 1 Jfc 2 which are $8ff> each.
Also fi lots \\ eat of First avenoc.at $125 each. The
—Springfield Republican,
above-will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lot* n, 10. 11. 18. 18, ami 14, In Block
A young nfnn, a graduate of Dartmouth, h. Lots 2, 4. 5 and ) in Block H. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
cases there

1ST

Live .Geese Feathers
a Specialty.

SASHyVND BLINDS,

DOORS,

unnecessarily large supply of paper for the

F I

yourself, before
where.

ing the same congressmen voted unneces- Or anything in our line, manufactured on short
notlse.
sarily large appropriations for the expenses

bureau. Another feature of

OOF

one year. Wagons of my
own manufnetura I will

SIXTY DOLLARS
All.

aml

^

Horse Shoeing a Speciality

always keep on hand a full stock of

— cw

'SPECIALITY.

wise, and in order to keep the thing a-go-

for

o„7f dJfd

KETS

WE SHALL MAKE A

and serviceable min, rclalives or other-

of the

'

I

BE3STJD, HsTXD.

sell

large stock of well selectedWall Paper and
window shades, which I sell at • • *

ft.

the best wagon In use In this
--mail Hint
MKl
lh» only .lope-,
Is a better wagon
waeon than the
rh* Jacktured. It is
son Wagon, and I will sell them Just as
cheap, and give a written warranty

Complete,

is

diG'n^d01"0* ^oecPhine L.

Ou reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
of James G. Boyes representing
that said Josephine u. Boyes lately died in said County Qf Ottawa intestate,leaving esute in said County of Ottawa to he administered, and praying among other
things, for the appointment of himself as administrator thereof. Thereuponit is ordered,that
Tuesday the third day of July next, at one
o clock in the afternoon,be assignedfor the
hoar ng of said petition and that tha heirs at law

is

Consisting of all kinds of

DRYING OF LUMBER

TITP!

one thousand eight hnt.dred and seventy-seven.
Present: 8uiu»l L. Tat*, Judge of Probate.

in the market, and cheaper than in any
other place.

kilit

women

liticiansquartered their favorite

HAVE

°

etc.

!IT»

Era’s

VAN ZOKKEN.

h<^?n at th0 Probate Office. In the
Onnd Haven, In said County,on Monday the fourth day of June, in the year

State i,?
----ported m“nnf«
.r.ri-.

This wagon

O—

From the cheapest to

Or Re-Sawing Done.

justifiesthe suspicion. For many’years

from twice to three times as many as were
needed. It became a sort of hospital,
where members of Congress find other po-

Stock

O—

corrupt in the whole service at Washington, and the Report of

Spring Goods.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Most Approved Patterns;

the

A

and engraving in the treasury

department was one

SOUTH

NEW FURNITURE.

Of

Stilalff

the undersigned, am dolly receiving

J.

City of

4-dtn

T0THE PUBLIC.

raeEjsrix
My
Placing Mill.

It has long been believed that the bureau
of printing

1877.

10.

W. BUTKAU,

1878.

ol Ottawa, ss:
At a session of the Probate Court of the Countv

Boyc°

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

14,

Probate Order.

Also solo Agent for the

New

July 29, 1878.

the

general suffrtge question next comes up.

YANDERYEEN.

*avor them with part of their

STATE OF MICHIGAN. County

Light & Heavy Wagons.

DOESBURG.

J. 0.

Holland,Mich.,

Holland, July

Top or Open Buggies

Paint Brushes.

I,

consfield entertains the

share

a

10

„ T,

42-ly

MANUFACTURER OF

your Patronage.
J.

Hair and

renting

ing the basis of representation, until the

-

and give us

Counter, Cloth,

_

women owning or

o

pare.

Chamois Skins,

i

son

strictly

norea- All
____________
_______Medicines
_____
_________
the leading Patent
In
the market.
full
e
___
* ta

up the bill, admitted that there was

-

(’all and see

women urging the government to take

of

1876.

W

The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate &
Son’s Hardware Store,

Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupell.

E. J.
Dec. 3,

fair

dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto

J.FLIEMAN,

P omptly Repaired.

Oils

Trusses,

deputation

a

and

the Public that

ty Pfonptness and

GIVE US A TRIAL,

Tinware very Neatly and

Paints

-

Sufford Northcote, the chancellor of

Sir

JWARD.

PIRST

have tlnlehed their new Meat-Market,and are
GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED. they
now ready to suppiy.thelr customerswith all kinds

Holland,

other. Medicineswarrantedto be

men.

part in the elections as

OF CTTY HOTEL.

1YE8T

stable at reasonable rotes.

Are sold as cheap at this Drug Stora as at any

householders are of that sex, and

of the

take as

,

•

'

/

Fine horses and beautiful carriages,cutters, and
all kinds of vehicles can always be obtainedat out

J. ALBKTtfl.

Drugs,
Medicines, rr

have to admitt women,— or

Me.

Limji hit isijotri

of the suffrage to the
lation, it will

MEAT MARKET
—IN THU —

[AM

Hardware Store

Wool.

for

Tko undertlgned announces to

mm-

..

Sugar. Cask paid

1876.

DOESBTJRG,

«

Style of Dress Goods just received.

3STEW

WuHiruusKir,'1

H.

1

in

i

R

most desirable
i v

ish

SEE.

(Sc

Holland, Mich., Sept. 25.

.(*

Great bargains in

I look for Christian ppo»

city.” The Doctor’s pqsltiobthen Seems
tendencyand

A Fine line

No. 53, Eighth Street.

I

-

ff.vivn

Offer* hi* ftenrlco*a* inch to the public and will
Kiiarantee hi* work fbr moderate chareei. Having
ncun engaged for some time pn^t for lutara. Joslln
« Utaraan, haa now aurtedfor hlmaelf In the
atora of Ui. I. ALBMS, at

pretty clearly only ln/awr of pheck-

ers, chess,

AND GROCERIES.

SHOES

where similar questions are beingagitsted.

Uollakd, March M,

1877.

GIVE

5.18

Attest:

A TRIAL.

THIBOUT.

1877. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1877

6— ly.

Haw York; Pott OfficeBox. 4586.

8t.,

lated that a city could be totally destroyed

in this way by

dropping

a

sufficient

quantity of nitro-glycerine.
•j

-

---

--

-

v

'

A Pleasant Duty,

;•

Haa opened up

always a pleasure to recommffnd a
admlrably sustains all recommendations as does
Dr. Klng’i
King’s New Discovery for Consumparticle, especially one that so

Ears: MVER

_

^

rtmember

this

to

Near the corner of

_4
_

smets.

Salt

Meats

—

^Aa

cheap

pleasant
pleasant to
to the
th« taite
lute and
>nd (ttrtwtly h»rmle,s.

m

'

0

. .....

_

J

„

-

else.

---

Call and See and trade to

As )ou value your exUienceyou can not

...

Holland, Mich., Juue

LADIES’

1

to this line ol

full line

of

those

p »««».
1877.

IMw

who buy

Hats,

Standard Trimmings, Laces, Ribbons, Ties,
Flowers, Colarets, Fans, Parasols

and Zephyrs.

sets or in large

quantities.

E.

Rockingham and Yellow
in

FURNISHING GOODS,

Suits, Infants’ Cloaks,

and will keep on hand a complete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to

Ware
1,

date,

trade the necessary attention,

TB|,IH

ANYWHERE
ss.r

A

new

after this

or a neglected cold yields readily to its

patients will

•

Millinery § Fancy Goods,

CROCKERY!

From and
Meat Market, intend
devote

Consump".

Cough worn

1RAAM

t

It is

good

PETER

BUTTERICK & GO’S PATTERNS.

large supplies.
g. J.

vaarwerk.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

1875.

L.

&

S.

VAIDEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

- - -

HOLLAND, MICH

»|

